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HISTORTOGRAPHY, SEARCH FOR DEFINITIONS,

RESEARCH MODEL
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ABSTR4CT　77iJ‘sの所‘c/e���i��薬�&Y�ﾆX�ﾇ�5�,T｢��R�6�2�2�問�｢ｦR�w&�襭�@c匂′

a/L紡機am‘a, at初e same /肋e as eva/��H�Pg f*e s胸/e a/杭s/or(ogγ呼句′

and研mds iH肋珊no/ogy used in hJ‘s/orical soz/乃es. His/oriogタやhica/

prob/ms a′e 〔砂nedfDm a co雌)aralive perspec/ive 7%e a�7f�"�X�ﾃx.)�6�ﾐ

譲跡i面exVuaわ乃al Jssues which re/er /a J*e wo肋`castle’i�HｻﾖXﾆ�糅

/a′?g糊ges郷ed j�Fﾂ6Y*F蹌�6��hｿ妨2�sv鳳ewb′/o肋�ﾆ�ﾆVH榴fﾘ�R��//he

cast/e as a cha#ging A短orjcal phewo肋ewon expanゐIhe concep/ a/脇e

cos//e. 77癌部’gr卵es偽a′栃e caゞ//e was�����4ｦ�F�8ﾍ�｢利�fV2��sv乏�6�2�P

js lhere/ore peタでejved a5肋i励egγal parl o/脇e励‘s/ori’ca/ socia/ rcal砂.

77棚iくねa船based on ce汚ain material a?d socio-po/i/ical as捌mpかo朋.

J# !履o男, lhe c〔び//e is mくねI短ooくれs in okyi ’ec/ ors加Ic加勝s and social

hふs/ory, reseaγch融o which shoα/d emblαe dl#e膨n/ a坤ects or socia/

rea/砂.’jrdJc[a/, mi/itaり′-de/msive, polilJea/-rep碓se励a/jona/, economc-

ho撮ゞeho/d. 77ie proposed q��ﾆY_ﾆ�.��ﾂ�ﾖ�*ﾘ,ｴ���"�ﾆ��w6V�5�,V�����｣t乏�6�2�P

and i応ime朋al sin(cti′le; 2. 7%e cas//e c桝d触ex/emal st調ct〃re; j. Z7]e

panlc���<�G'����7fR�6�6ﾂ�2���7fR�vﾖ襯@c旬′ ofL融��荐�ﾂ�B��｣v乏�F�7�4"ﾐ

sion a/ cast/es in /he !e〃iloり′ a/ /he s/aJe) pres寄仰)oses fhe朋i/f]’-/qyered

pe7嘗pec/ルe a/肋e phenomenon a/ lhe casl/e, which糾i’des万vm /arc/ /o

process,万vm oijec=o s加Ic加re. Z7ie anic/e slales lha/ Jhe caゞI/e a§ a

/ong ft’me phenomenon camot be peタでe�VB�VIuｦY*(扁FVﾂ�6W��ﾗFV(�ﾀ

加m sim��,ｦ觀�ﾗ6�7ｦ���締ｦ6���6兩ﾂ�7F�ﾖW2�xﾕ��f6��vW&R���6VHﾛｰ

脇e /oca/ socze少

血a conference devoted to the historiography of Soviet Lithuania,

A. Bunblauskas remarked during the discusslon that R. Ziugzda as

early as 1982 had said that one canot take an interest in castles,

because it was `a unified stream'] That, even血ough in a featue-

1ess剛cr,皿ambiguously re鬼ects the s血adon of血at time. 0山y

1 4ie肌のsovie/me rs/onogrq肺’a.花ormia‖r肋eo/ogimai fo励e応/ai, comp.

by A. Bumblauskas, N. S印etys (Ⅵlmus, 1999), p. 253 About `the unified strean'

and lts comotatlons, See A. Svedas,施/ricos #elal’sve/e･ Sovi’e加ec’i’o /!e加Ⅴ!‘q

鳩/orJogγ幼ia (1944-198j) (Ⅵlnius, 2009)
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血c open ques五〇n remains‥ to what extent was皿s a consciously

expressed position, keepmg in mi皿d血e social aspect of possible

problems, touching on血c complicated natⅢe of old Li血u狐ian

society in the feudal era, the nature and the features of the local

stmc仙re?量n血e Soviet pehod, hist〇五cal,虹chaeological狙d archi-

tec調l s巾dics about L地ua皿a's castles appeared2, but all of血em

were devoted to individ脚l castles in Lithuania, they made a weak

link between the architec調l and politicaトsocial aspects of血e

research, and thus did not fomulate the problem of the castle as

袖山egral phenomenon of仙e Gr狙d皿chy of Li血u狐ia (GDL)･

S仙dies of castles in postw紬Eu調pe developed宣n a totally dir

ferent way. The words of the famous French medievalist G. Duby,

starting the chapter of the book devoted to the history of French

culture, `Castles and Authority': `the new social structure in any

case is fbming狐o血d血e fb碓ed building -血e castle'3, express

血e正d止ection well. Hcrc Duby contiⅡues血e histoncal stoⅣ about

space and the social enviroment working in it, understanding them

as closely related to one another,血ings conditioning one another.

This article attempts to look at the castle as an obuect of struc-

tures and social history, in other words, as an integral part of social

reality.量t consists of fbⅢ pans:



emphasised that it is impossible to establish a strict chronological

definition. with specific boundary markers, of the start and end, be-

cause the object of study must be understood as a process rather than

an individual event or fact. The choice of the chronological frames

ls皿otivated by p○○cesses血at occuⅡed血o皿the 14血cen仙重y to

the first half of the 16血century in the Grand Duchy of Lithunia:
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1. The conc叩t of the castle血histo正ograp血y

me first works devoted to castles of the GDL appeared as early as

血e皿ddle of血e 19th cc血相ry4･ At血e begi血ing of血e 20備cen-

tury, the romantic historiographical tradition of the previous age was

continued, evcn血ou吐血e重e were also叩alitatively皿ew坤p重oaches,

aimed not at historical essays and reviews of individ脚l castles,

but trying to discuss the economic characteristics of the castle, or

to mark血e development of castles血a dis血ct region5･ Ⅲe new

phase of血e rese狐ch調批ion is associated wi血H･ Lowmia丘ski･

It is important to note that this historian was the first to talk about

the structures of castles, more precisely, of fortified settlements,

prescribing cast肋朋,助′g with its proprietary鋤bwrbiwm･ p肋`rbj’um･

vorb昭,庇hdwcrc etc6. At the same time Lowmia血ki providing

the names of the first half of the 13th and 14th centny defence

fortifications, consistently used the Polish word gr-胸, by which the

q脚litative difference fi.om the z｡me* is stressed, expressing both

血e c○mplicated狐chitecto血cs of血e s血c血e and血e socia獲aspect

of the phenomenon. Nevertheless, this work started by Lowmia血ki

remained undeveloped, because Lithuanian historiography was `busy '

with the fortification of its our national defence bastion contention,

while the Soviet period `made its our adjustments'in the develop-

ment of GDL histo五〇g重aphy.

4 M. Balidski, `Ftwo. Staro心wⅡy zanek w Litwie', Pisma h王slo′〕慨neタ4 (W町

saw, I 843), pp. 165｣80, A. Perlshtein, @rsanie goro血O肋呼叩oscow, 1847);

K Tyszkiewlcz,臓物omoよと#i.s/o明z朋o za融ch･ Aorodyszc2α信oんp波ach

s加やtrych朋Li.tw].e I. R四=I.iow弱e/団ilnius, 1859); J. Bartoszewlcz, Zあeた

劫｡樹a.wow, 1881), T. Stecki, `Radziwillowska Ofyka'･ fkeg/ed po晒zech砂,

14-15 a血k6w, 1887), A. Perlshtein, Opisa証e go′oみの同ga (Moscow, 1847);

J. Bartoszewlcz, Zd桝e足助‘a脇(Lw6w, 1881); A. Pusiewlcz, Z肋部/or花ce朋

Wo少脚(1922); a. Brezhgo, Z]肋A7腕sebs勅c砂Hy (Vilnius･ 1933)

5 M. Gushevskii, /I/zhnorびsA]e go呼〉o`あ扇le za朋ki’v ’po/ovi‘�R�㌃B�fXﾈﾀ

副耽読｡_駒誌t,.ches筋oche塙′ atiev, 1890) The latter work relies exclusively on

materials from the revlsious of血e castles of the ``Uha皿an" lands camed out

only in the middle of the 16th century. A work Of a different natue devoted to the

economy of the castle and Its mantenance A G鵬hevskii言Pounost'gorodovoi

raboty v’Velikom･ Kmazhestve Litovskom', Z脇肋a/'M顧納加na′ひ宛go

p7ひsveshchen脚, ch. LIV, Ng 11-12 (1914)･ pp. 19-39; Idem., Go′α/t] ye樋vo

Knic訪ec^′a Li/ov寂ogo v'XW-XJ/J w. (mev, 1918)･

6 H Low血iadski,拙句a mdpoczq細7乃′ spoね彫e海t佃i pa応twa擁e鵬kiego,

T Ⅱ叩ilnius, 1932), pp. 206-224; idem, St繭a nd dz!｡am‘ me傭ego Ks!?§twa

L[le鵬Aiego (Pozmh, 1983), pp 327-341
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end of the attacks on Lithuanian temtory by the Teutonic Order but

also to the internal changes in the state of Lithuania: the conversion

of militaryrdefence obj ects into economic-administrative cen億es was

the consequence of political and social changes in the early GDL ｡.

In an article about the wooden castles of Eastern Lithuania, Zabiela

stresses the role of the increasing momentum of the colonisation of

the Slavs in the ninth and tenth centuries, and the conflicts arising

as a result. This, in Zabiela's opinion, had a decisrve importance

on the appearance of castles in the contact zone between the Balts

and the Slavsl2. This article pe血aps does not cast doubts on the

very naming of the process, but more on the question of the very

concept of the castle. In the text, words such as p〃is�昧刔ﾙjﾙlｩ7hｻ�

gyvewieJt3 (castlehastle/加齢ed settlement) are used rather vaguely

and freely. On the other hand,血e rudiments of the castles should

also be associated with the changing social relations, and not only

with the external threat. In one way or another, this article touches

on the especially important space ofpre-state Li脇p函and

tnes to explain the development of the emergence and formation

of regional di節erences.

Kuncevidius, in his oun synthesis Hetuv悌高みmm2砂a7che-

oわgJj’a l3 [Lith批諦例規1 Anhaooわgy], raises the idea about

the natue of the construction of stone castles as residences of the

rulers at the j~ of the 14th and 15th centuries, and thus the
qualitative changes in the development of building castles and the

fomation of residences. Here, most of all, the archaeologist has in

mind the ring of castles situated in the terry of Lithuania in the
n-w sense. However, in response to the latter idea, it should be
emphasised that we have clearer data only about the construction

of Trckai island castle as an undoubted residence at the beginnng

of the 15th centnyl4. Meanwme, the Upper Castle in Vilnius ac+

quired new foms only after a fire in 1419. Nevertheless, despite

the lack of historical records for a more precise identification of the

process, this does not hinder us in talking about the residential role

of individual castles (Ⅵhius, Trty Kemave) a止eady in the 14th

1 I R Petrauskas言Ankstyvoslos valstybines smktrm LietuvQje XⅢ arrftyxv

amziaus pra並iqe', Lie加rtyos s蝕班, 16 (2005), pp 19-30

12 G Zabiela, `Pilys Rytu LietuvQje valstybes k証mosi metu', Lieねルos tr華ty

x耽明けのovihius, i997らpp. 459｣亀72.

13 A. Kuncev坤心Li細γの高み均のo庇oft佃(Ⅵ1mus, 2005らpp. 51, 58.

14 z. Ivinskis言Traku Galves e乏e調salos pilis', n函at D磁心o f初feros m肌

乙iqa狐me鴫I qcaunas, 1941), pp 135-198.



century, which eloquently complement the creation of the institutional

estate and central offices launched by vytautas.

E. Gudavi5ius, even though he did not study specifically the

question of Lithu皿a's castles, speakmg about features of the or-

g血sation of the draft amy, made clear the importance of castles

in the creation of the management system, and formulated a theo-

retical血ode喜of血e GDL castle心血e late 13血and 14血centu轟es

狐d血e dis血cts belong皿g to血emー5, o血血e basis of w血ch血e

land administration system, the defence system and the network of

interdependent communication were fomed. It is worth mentioning

here by its conception the conspicuous article of A. Nikzentaitis on

the defensive system of the Nemunas and Jim river castlesl6, and

also the later study l7, which briefly discusses the military organisa-

tion along the Nemunas and the defence system in Zemaitija, in the

histonan’s expressed fomula: ca頼e - parish - /and -露aJe. The

works of Gudavi6ius and Nikzentaitis, while supplementing each

other, stress the concept of血e functioning of an integral system

of castles and血eir ter轟t〇五es being fb血ed.

T. B血aus血s has devoted two a重ic喜es to Lithua血ian castles

The firstl8, dealing with wooden castles in the late 13th and 14th

cen巾轟es and血e止1○○a量isa血on, chdca獲獲y evaluates備e conclusions

of earlier historiography. At the same time, based on the chroni-

cles of the Teutonic Order, it discusses the possible appearmce of

castles and castle deslgn features. The second article attempts to

find links between the castle and the church in general, and sacral

areas and state-territorial structures at certain intersection points.血

addition,心e a血cle a請e血pts to節mⅢ1ate a血蹄工eⅡce betwcen心e

stone castles'regions (K?stutis - Trakai; Algirdas - Fheva, Lyda,

Vitebsk; Liubartas - Volhyria; Karijotai5iai - Podolia), and the chro-

nology characterising them. Meanwhile, with the rule of Vytautas,

ー5 E- Gudavi5ius, `Lietuvos pa5auktines kanuomenes organizaci]os bruozai’,

Ka′ひa′でkyvtzs, 13 (1992), pp. 52-53; Idem, `Liefuvos valstybes s血k血ra Gedmino

laikais', Lielm/os e柳ope/-I-mo ke/調船場/or肋e買血dl/’as, comp by A. Bu皿blauskas,

R Petrauskas (V皿ius, 2001), p. 139.

16 A. Nikzentaitis, `Ra§ytmiai Saltmiai apie liefuviu piliu gynybine sIste血魯

XIII a pabaigoje-ⅩIⅤ a pradzioje', Lie加v側T撒��"�2��yｨ*ﾘ*引沫ﾘ�V��G'&&�饕ﾀ

SerlJaA 3 (96) (1986), pp 51｣i3.

17 Idem, N���F�ma励o脇‘ Gedi‘肋‘Ho伸J‘舟鵬c’io硯s’んs Liet肌os ws章Io桝e庶事

b��F����┯ﾆ���VF����涛b陳�����SZ:S�

~8 T Baranauskas言Lietuvos medines pilys ra5ytmu 5altin叩dunmenmis',

L`elzrvos a′勃eo/ogかv, 24 (2003), pp 57-105.
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the transfo-tion of wood into stone in the GDL is completedl9.

Al血ough血e au心or bases Ⅲs own c○nclusio鵬on血e ab皿dant

紬chaeological lite輪のre, one sho山d assess c狐e血11y血e assu皿p仕on

that there was a purposeful and consistent process�&�&�ﾖﾖR��f� 
`心血血g血to stone'castles2°･

In GDL histonography, castles have been treated frequently as a

matter of course, not requimg clearer chronological and problematic

de丘n王tions of血e phenom孤on･ Two issucs狐e血po血nt here･ What

紬e血e concepts狐d dc允ni備ons of血e castle that appear血GDL

histonog重aphy? What c狐be help血1,狐d what possible alterna-

tives of interpretation does foreign historiography offer, both from

Central and Eastern Europe (especially Poland, the Teutonic Order)

and鴫stcm EⅢope?

In GDL historiography, a few concepts of the castle dominate,

丘equently dependent on血e spec血of血e pa血cul狐血te宣ests of

the specific specialist. Without trymg to examine in chronological

order血e positions of皿dividual au血○○s,血ese de血壷ioⅡs of血e

castle s血d out. Zabie獲a, speaking about血e wooden castles of血e

llth to 14th centuries, perceives the castle as a defensive installa-

tion of a closed-t押e fb血色cation (a de氏nsive pan of血e complex)

wi血a fb重ewo血, lowcT w狐d, base c○u巾outer bailey狐d a base

settlement2]. In this case, a comment on the dating of castles is

necess狐y･血pa血c山狐,紬狐chaeologist should be more cau心ous in

postponing the beginning of Lithuanian castles to the 1 lth century,

because at a similar time in Western Europe, the castle had just be-

come an integral part of the local landscape. The question is, whether

these defences can be linked directly to the place that existed, or

implicitly existed in a castle? And w血t is gene輪lly called a c謎tle

組d what is not?血血is case, it is essendal to重csolve血e ques缶on

of the very typology of pilis/pi/a訪e/!twirtin/zr gyvenvie/e, the criteria

(soci○○poli心cal, a調hitec能l, etc)紬d c血onological bounda轟es of

the la筒e重fbmula血on.

19 Idem言Zamk= koscidy litewskie Xrv-XV wieku ]ako dsrodki kultry',

ふodow脇胤/励面d賊e寝oH/dy肋/�&��R�ﾖXﾄ�Vv��ｸ����Yd�8ｶ��fﾂ�e�ｭ誚�

od XV do Xzr me鳥i (Warsaw, 2009), pp. I 1-23.

2° similar cousiderations c孤be detected also in Polish histonography; see

Z Kaczmarczyk, `Organ成ac]a obrony kraju w czasach Kazimier2a Wielkiego',

S他部･7耕sloryce7?e働caci S細別sわ仰K海zez))/, T. 1I (K闘k6w, 1938), pp. 330,

333-334; idm, Mo〃a′℃hia焔e肋ie彫a me脆’略o, T. ｣11����ﾂ����3蔦�鼎b堂

Idem.,焔em′e′之m謙I //333-137の(Warsaw, 1948)

21 zabiela,�帽幄�ﾆ��ﾖFﾖW2��ﾂ�2ﾂ����Sp



Kunceviさius, in his already-mentioned study, explains the me-

dieval castle very similarly, as a closed, defensive and residential

complex22. Meanwhile, Gudavi6ius and Nikzentatis perceive the

castle as a specific territory with certain social categories, and the

castle resldents as having the features of a exclusive social group23.

Wi血this approach, we can already grasp the wider social nature

of the castle and its d印endent te正tories (districts), as well as its

developed stⅢc同職.

The Belausian historian M. Tkachev in his studies touched on

血e狐chitec血al side of GDL castles, dis廿nguishing仇e so-called

庇ep type in French (doH,’o#) castles24: Kieva, Lyda, Medininkai

could be regarded as such. However, the key feature of the work

by血is rese紬cher is血at血釘e was an a備e血pt to distin糾ish血e

castles of the sovereign (state) and the castles of the nobility, in

such a way including血e social dimension in鳳e concept of the

castle, but, unfortunately, without trying methodologically to mark

血e c血onological and typological di臓間ces betwe孤血e castles of

the nobility, and the conditions of their emergence or later in the

second half of the 16th centny of bastion castles, palaces (Birzai,

Nesvy差Ius etc)

量t is also w〇億h皿e血ion血g one of血e皿ost recent a備empt§ to

present the concept of the castle which the Belausian historian

G. Semianchuk outlined. The historian appoints the following

evaluation criteria for the castle: architectural, archaeological and

histohcal-sociological25･ What is impo血血t is血e患ct血at血e cas-

tle's appearance is associated with the qunlitatively changed social

conditions: feudal relations, large land ormership, and the gradual

acquisition of la償er im皿ity. Thus,心血e de血ition of血e genesis

of the castle,血e social aspect, which is understood as a necess釘y

condition for血e castle, occupies a very important place; the castle

血t血s s巾dy is a止eady pe重ceived丘o皿血e point of of social histo重y.

22 Kunceviさ州s, Lie伽os調r朋朋舞のoheologi/a, p 39

23 see footnotes 15-17.

24che can add that the latter can be held as such only in part, see M Tkachev,

Zamk7 Beわ朋ゞ鋤(Miusk. 1987), Idem, Zdrb’! /聞くをi (Minsk. 1991).

25 G. Semanchuk, `Derevianye zan血Belausi XIV-XVII vekov (sostolan]e

izuchemosti I issledovatel'skie problemy)', Lietuvos F/ys, 4 (2008), pp. 18-19.

Also the earlier article, see idem言Wschodmc側npeuskl zamek we wczesnym

§redniowieczu - geneza I funkcionowame (wed血g danych Bialousi)', 2b融a‘ J

p′zesh子を訪spoね彫朋w励調pr諦ro助川schoくわは/‘ Ovarsaw, 2002), pp. 1 33-145.



Another characteristic feature of the historiography is the restric-

tion of research according to the borders of contemporary countries.

血址s狐ac調l histo正cal pheno皿孤on and its development pr○○

cess is artificially split, and this poses a number of methodological

problems in the attempt to identify consistently and systematically

the chancteristics of the evolution of the phenomenon.

There ls a different tradition in the study of the phenomenon of

the castle in foreign historiography. In the works of Polish authors,

one皿mediately notices the clear bounday between the complex

to translate into the Lithuanian language grad (a settlement sur-

rounded by fortified walls; Geman劫信wa//, English gonJ, Czech

hrad慮/e, Russian 2apo∂均e)26 and zamek (Geman助悟, Englsih

cas/le, Czech hind, Russian 3anoK). This differentiation is based on

the typology of the defence object, and with that directly related

criteria of chronology. The cast糊m encountered in the Chronicle

of Gallus Anonymus (I lth-12th century) in Polish historiography

is interpreted not as a castle, but as a kind of defensive walls and

object restricted by other fortifications: gr胸. Chronologically, gr6d27

dates back tome ten血to 13血centunes, and is understood as a

certain phase in the development of defensive fortifications towards

血e fo血ation of the castle.

皿e problem of histohca獲concepts皿d血eir relation tome

teⅢ皿血ology of血e soⅢces has been discussed fbr a long dine in

historiography. On this question, the articles about the phenomenon

of the castle in the Dz’ctiom′y a/脇e M潤d/e Ages by several authors

五〇m血飯井e血c○血血es (F. Schw血d, F. Gnus, E. F屯ge血, M. Hcll-

m血, A. Poppe, K. Rtiss, G. Bind皿g, H. Ebn餌, H.P Baum et all)

26 K Dhgosz-Ku鴫zahowa, WTe肱s/omIi-A砂棚olog?czno-巌高orycz7y J錐)加

po/弱a‘ego Ovarsaw. 2008), pp 225-226; in the dictionary a very broad amplitude

of the translation of〆d is given: I hill, castle, fortress, 2. city, capital, residence

However, the examples of the provided languages definitely speak about the global

prevalence of this phenomenon and the links of血e concept with /encmg,��ﾆRﾀ

ga切, hence events that have clear spatially defined boundaries.

27 The historiography of this problem is abundant; see 8. Mi§kiewicz, SI書`俄a

nod ob′りnqpoL;俄‘e/ gra乃Iey zachod7ie/ w oh料’e wc乙esH匂わ`働7/ny桝(Pozmh, I 96 I ),

pp. 52-79; A. Swiezawski, fわemy可伽6/ po/脇(Warmw, 2006), pp. 212-213;

J Rozpedowski, `Poczat瞳zamk6w w Polsce w Swietle badal warow皿legnickiq’,

Kwarね/�ｨ�SH,ﾆ��6程VgG����w&&���8晴･Bﾂ�B��つ�｢�:3����田R陳������C乖ｳ�s憧�芳Vﾘﾋ螯P

stud]6w md palatia血獲w Polsce', Bin/e少か杭部oγii sz加席, R XAV, Nr. 3/4 (1962),

pp. 243-255; K Modzelewski, `Organi2膜ja grodowa u progu epcki lokacji', Kwa-

め椋k杭storH血/鳳ry桝]/釘ia/in/, R. XXⅥⅡ, Nr. 3 (1980), pp 329臆340, K. 0lej-

nik, G何句′ i za桝鳥w We/めpo/see (Poznal, 1993), pp. 7, 5L52, 172｣73, 175



systematically, begining with the typology of castles, and ending

with the characteristics of individual regions, the castle terminology

(naming) and its changes in different sources, the main featues.fthe

castle and the peculiarities of its development in different countries,

are marked out. In Western Europe (and undeniably in the territory

of the Teutonic Order, though the emergence of the castle and the

circumstances of its fomation here were different bearing in mind

the organisation and the social structure of this state)29, the reasonably

raised questions about the differentiation of the phenomenon of the

castle, about the characteristics of the teminology of sources, it is

stated that the fom, function and relationship of castles varied very

much, and also their designatious varied in the sources. This is due

to the fact that typologically the castle in Western Europe was a very

血e章erogcneo雌phcno皿enon血bo血its血nctions狐d狐chitec章u輪l

solutions, as well as its social nature. The latter idea is certainly

supported by the numerous historica=ems (/emi榔/echnic郷/

fomulated in Geman historiography, expressing the complexity

of血e exlstent social重eali章y狐d也c matenal civi止sadon,紬d th関

心e castle c○血ms tome local si咄oⅡ･ For exa叩1e, accor址g

to the castle construction site, the typology differs: castles built on

naturally fomed mountains or hills, Geman協.he融#母a castle

sunounded by water or fortifications sulrounded by water, German

耽sscrbug; a castle or defence tower bult on so-called motes, Ger-

man r#m極や硯は, a community castle or hiding place, Geman

yo施- md Jl/初勅は; typology according to social character: the

early middle ages manor-castle, after completing the `control the

way'functious･ Geman P/t7/z and Re;.c応ba]g; the castle of a duke,

Geman塙加mぬ培, the castle of a count, Geman Gin/e#b岬;

a nobility (knights), m血sterial or `serviceman'castle, Geman

Hochade/- M’#J’s/er!’a/e#- or Dj.ens肋amenbng; a toⅧ or church

castle･ Geman鎚db岬, Kz.料henb抑g et a|.)30.

28 L帥fo接掴鋤e/伽er5, Bd. 11 (Munch-Z面ch, 1983), pp. 958-1003; also

about the castle as a ce血n govemmen白udicial, economc etc. struct耽see

H -K- Schulze, Grnd融`働der ye畑s糊g I.加鋤e/al/er, Bd. 2 (StuttgarL

2000), pp 86-124.

29T. Tchus, Di.e焔刑e柚dr`柳i.in D躯cho厄料/物雌伽皿ch, 1998).

3° Lerj.わ#ゐM紡e/a//ers, p. 958.



This experience of historiography forces one to take a fresh

look at the tradition of research into GDL castles. The comparative

aspect c組help prevent a皿c山o正stic謎sessme血s狐d disc○v釘new

approaches to a血stohcal event. Once aga血, it becomes clear血at

it is impossible to know血e phenomenon of血e castle adequately,

w皿〇両l○○k血g at its wider social env正o血蝕t.皿e工efb工e, it is

necessary to understand and interpret it both as a specific space,

and as a social structure. However, the assumption of these studies

is a clearer notion of the castle.

2. The concept of the castle

It is important to state the fact血at, in general, there exists a bright

semantic uncertainty about the wont7, /e肋and conc甲t. Concept is

a word, but not every word is a concept. The introductory article

by Reinhard Kosel宣eck to the monumental dictionary F�ﾘ,ｶﾖV蹤�ﾀ

Conce舞s a/Hお/ory aptly reveals the semantic dynamics of histoncal

concepts3]. one can talk about a conc印t only when the meanings

of温血divid間l ten, expressing血e ○○dc重of伽ings (ふ事chvel誘alt),

are bundled and discussed in cormection with the function of a defi-

nition. Meanwhile, the ten accommodates in itself features of the

existing order of things; its meaning can be substantive (specific),

although defined differently32. speaking simply, a ten has a rela-

tively specific definition. Content-wise, the tern is not as capacious

as a concept, but its shape is more completed, more substantiated,

less conditional and contradictory. Thus, talking about the lexicon

of sources, the word for the castle is understood as the simultaneous

linguistic expression of a particular object; meanwhile, the content

which he gives in the text as a historical ten (/emin�ﾘ&V6雲ﾈ�f7Vr�

is fb皿山ated as血e basis fbr血e血te町retation of血c soⅢce.

An analysis of the terminology of soul’ces raises several fun-

damental questions. F正st,how spcc追cally is血e castle re危n℃d to

}~ Ges誠c加/iche Gn/nめegr紡H短o朋cカes Le崩o�ｧｦﾇ"���uｦ6べ6�ｦ�ﾆV�

箪I′ache in De"/§ch/nd /Gesc寂c励/!che G魅In(めegγ綬), ed_ 0. Brumer, W Con-

ze. R. Koselleck, Bd I (Klett-Cotta, 1992) pp X量II-XWII. Attention should

be draun to the article of E Banionis that appeared in 1988 about the problems

of nammg the books of Liel肌のMe加伽[Lithuanian Metnca]. The highlightmg

of血e la備頃p調blem could seⅣe as a §ta青山g po皿t rきsolvmg si皿1ar ques録ons

related to histoncal termmology, and also to concepts. See E. Ba血onis, `Lietuvos

Metrikos knygos: savoka, temmas, definicija', Lie加yas料/orJ)‘側me碓誌, /988

mela` (1989), pp. 135-148.

32 Gesc杭’c励/Jche G��-�w'ｩ�$｢ﾂ����ub�



皿conte皿por狐eous hist〇五ca喜soⅢces? Second, wha=ies benea血

the literal, but often fragmentary infomation? Third, how did the

concept of the castle ch狙ge overtime;狙d丘nally not so much血e

very concept, as the mfomation of the sources about it reaching us?

In the first Lithunian dictionary, Dictionari#m "i〃m /i′榔′a棚m

by K. Sirvydas, which appeand about 1620, pi施(castle) is described

as a building and defensive object, but is appropriately named as

zamek, mmio /?J, Fh’s33. In the 17th-centny C/avis Gemanico-

Lithvam’a34 and in the later 18th-century35 LithunnianTGeman,

Geman-Lithunian dictionaries, a translation of〆/おis provided,

for example Pil′z’s - Die劫Jg,俄’e Fest#ng, Schl坊althouoh血e

latter (Sch/o��2�V襷W'7F�B�F�����2�w&蒙�紳lace) and is related
tome Renaiss袖ce,紬d in m紬y cases with di蹄重ent血血ctio雌

of this structure and architectonics. Together in the dictionary a

rather unusml translation option is proposed: Bz偲, Schl砂- Pi/-

/;’s, A寂gi融γe,例gelbG/o/.J’s, also Fe融#g - Festi軽, Sza耽.as /.?/,

P脇’s. One might think that the word pJ’/J.s is of ancient origin. This

is confimed by the appearance (the first mention dates back to

the begining of the 16th century) of the related word pi/i巌a寂s

(血o皿d) in w血孤soⅢces36.

冊1k止g about血e mu宣dlingualis血of GDL soⅧces, we餌couⅡter

one major problem -血e lack of clarity of the semantic content of

a phenomenon named in different lang脚ges, i.e. trying to give a

common name to phenomena of different regions of civilisation,

or simply linguistic traditious, and thus to the words for them. In

33擁榊§is /i‘el妙均働lbos z’o少m乱Ko那加励as jznydas Dj’c!7omr]‘t肋m‘#朋

/m餌の調肋(Ⅵ血us, 1979), pp. 8 (106), 24 (122), 64 (162), 270 (368), 552 (660);

[..] zo撮e7z osac±zo�道_ﾇｦ襾R馮ﾖ�W6亊�<�僵Y_ﾂ�8亶X�fyk��W7�4��ﾇ�,ﾆ�YdX���ｲ��ﾒ�

34 cね高s Ge棚i-co-L肋uana･ R融元筋’ms.m牝滋za榔融riec,i‘�ﾒ�YD�u��ﾘ��ﾉ4�

2o少nの= Ha′光おchrJJiliches d飢めch-l融耽sches mir/erhach dos 1 7. Ja杭加�FX�ｲﾀ

ed A Iva§kevi6ius, J. Macinkevi6宣us et al., I dalis (Vi血us, 1995), p. 412 (415).

35 yocabvJari‘肋L~l偏りni’co-Ge肋anJ’oW, c/ Ge肋amco-�｠加納′c肋..脚alle,

1730), pp. 98, 165, LiJa肌sc方-Dentsches mdDentsch-切創7sches ha!co〃 a�fﾖw2ﾐ

berg, 1747), pp. 88, 107, 138, 3 12, J. Brodovskis, Lerzco〃 Ge肋anico-幽かamc肋

el L海vmico-Ge朋amc�ﾂ�B�悶｢�ｦ�*Hﾖ&覃邯�2ﾂ�VB�b��I+'Gfﾖ�2ﾂ��佇ﾇW2ﾂ�#��鋳ﾀ

pp 79, 114. 115, 190, 303, 309, 466, 554, 810, 888. Also see Pi’肋o/’i /J’e/z/v巧

む/bog gmma融a /`53 meねj (Ⅵ血us, 1957), pp. 64 (160), 161 (257), 168 (264):

E耽Jpe P蹴5 a隊[..I, [...] quae F脚励mm鋤加[.I; [...] a/e/a…ng〆股’ve���fﾐ

arce肋[. I, I..] wzp���h･｠11調arcc肋[.. ].

36 K. Jablo血skis, L′et肌脇. 2o`劾i. se乃osios L~e加′os ras紡.現物/bo/.e. I dalis

撤s/a~ (Ka血as, 1941), p 167. Hpr∂伽e�"�68帑刋ｩ¥ｨﾅ迺�6Wuﾗy$儲R�f�ﾐ

I. ] a棚層3eu刑7鋤a･朋#odL#e 6e棚Koe dやo甜jJ�_ﾉ:雜8�ﾄ��h;��ｲ粐�ﾒ�
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this context, it is necessary to draw attention to the laconic nature

of the greater part of the sources, and the ambiguity of the words

chosen to name phenomena. One very typical example,血e siege

of the j4p"o/おp!/z’s [Castle of Apuole] is offered. Although this

so皿ce desc正bes血es瓜at go well beyond血e c血onological缶ames

of this all:icle, nevertheless, its terminology and the dictionary of

its la書e｢億狙sla書ion re組ect we宣l血e problems dicussed here.血thc

source, descnbmg the Viking attack in 853, three different words:

"rds, civil郎and cas/�_ﾃ3rﾂ��&R�W6VB�F����ﾖR��R��襭�F��6�ﾖP

object. In chronological order, this entlre event can be divided into

seve輪l episodes: a) reach血g狐o血er重b請i個ed se調e血e血t of血e

Courlanders called Apuole (ad c]/;’am #rbe肋zprorum, gz伯e 4p#/z.a

dJ‘ceba飯r);���F�&R�vW&R���Rﾃ����G&��2�問�F�2�f�'F貿坊B�6WGFﾆVﾖV蹇

(E朋/側/em J’n ea融e卵J’ndeci’m mi/I’a ho朋imm be//a/oJ�ﾒ堂

c) barricading in the fortified settlement and its defence (conc/郷i.s

JZ}sJ’s J’�6妖ｨ�gF���ｨ�iuｨ�f��&ｦiJv&ﾒ�FV&Vﾆﾆ�.Eｶﾗ��G&��6ﾆ�F柳袵��問�F�0

case, a problem arises due to the source of the translation and its

interpretation. It is fitting to make a brief stop at the translation of

the source, published in血e first volume ofLiet妙o高for!/.os蛍//inJ.堆

いithuaman Historical Sources] 38. In particular, attention is draun

to血e患ct血at di蹄ren章w○○ds狐e rel如ive量y命･eely筒袖slated,血us

disto血g血e loc血reali償es of血c pe五〇d･量t宣s obvious血at a皿脆ed

translation of different words naming the same object is justifiable,

but understanding the mentioned Lati皿words as p!./i.s exceeds the

sit皿tion of this region's material and social order at that time. Even

bearing in mind the relatively high level of material civilisation in

血e region co血p狐ed wi血Sou血eastem Li血ua血a, there ca血ot be

sufficient qualification for the statement that in Curonian temtory

at that time there could have stood a castle, rather than a fortified

se請1e皿ent.

The pi毎[castles] of the nobles of the east Baltic tribes are

mentioned more often in sources at the beginng of the 13th cen-

37胸a 4′ぬr海#cto厨im虎7to. Accedi.雄/a Ri.mber′i, ed G. Waltz (Sa卵樹

妙てI肋Ge朋a細事ccmm)岬anover, 1884), pp. 60J2

38L′e加o串s/orz/脚あ/M柵-, Feodr/聞.s /a砧/a甲s, T. I (Ⅵ血us, 1955), p. 21.

pr′e fr/orj｡ p綿礎, va｡i’棚mos 4rl`a 0 /a,‘叩物e b狐′o /5 000めγo/a/q [..]

/gy肋/a/‘ai)浸ui南7ゼp敬,‘ v]em L§V /a地7 pra･ゆp確型//i‘, mfrze/i rs- v肱料

みqs肋pr商i-加s I..I. Lielms頑oriJa T. 11･ Ge/ezle§ a雇i’us, ed G. Zabiela et

al. (V血ius･ 2007), p. 315. In the latter symthesis qute freely not trymg to main-

tain consistency such words as p施and p施/e are used speaking about fortified

pre-state Baltic settlements, see pp. 202-207.
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difficult in this case, because contemporary sources do not supply

more accurate data about these objects. Therefore, one sh.uld.se

the concept ofpz‘癌very carefully with regard to defensive objects

from this period.血example could be the pz./ys mentioned in the

chronicle of Heny of Livoria from the 13th century. However,

the量cg誼mate question ahses: what is called a castle,袖d what狐e

fortified defenses or just a hidmg place? In briefly attempting to

de血e the Ⅲa血p調bl調, one should note seve船l places皿entioned

existing in血e c血o皿cle in w山ch血c piウノs of血e Bal億｡血b｡s紬｡

me加o皿ed･ For example, in 1重85,血e C血o血cle mentio腿t出血e

Lyvians had no fortresses (卵od肋nJ.cJ.ones肋//c両abeanJ), and

promises that after the Ziemgaliai (Semigal[iaus) are baptised a

castle (casim /;e所o〃′ce/#r)39 will be built. Meanwhile, already

in 1205言t describes the episode of the negotiations between the

Llvonian Order and the Ziemgala (Se皿gallia) chief Viestarts, in

which血e ma血condi心on spec胱d is that each乞icmgala cas廿e

(s‥7叩#olizieJ ca駒Sem即/lie)40 must give up one hostage. All

of this provides the opportunity to conduct a parallel between the

different Baltic tribes a=he time of the emergence of castles in the

t証t〇五es of心ese societ獲es紬d皿ore o｢ less s血ilar con出tions.

There is no doubt that the defence fortifications already existed in

the lands when the Order anived. However, historical so耽es and

祉chae○重ogical s仙dies do not allow one心細1y血de重st組d血e正

typology. However, if we define and realise the castle as an integral

part of the social reality, which is characterised by the fomation of

state-like organisations with a well-developed control system (e.g.

taxes, payment by working-collective asslstance, tributes), crystal-

1獲sing the clea｢血te血a獲social di捌entia心on,紬d血ally a co叩1ex

structunl mechanism, then in the territory inhabited by the Baltic

tribes, at least in the first half of the 13th century, there were no

castles. The material, social and organisational potential of the tribal

39鋤卵榔柳肋Ge仰a���6�ﾒﾂ�f��3�驟ﾒ譁粫8�ﾂ�9hﾔ�6��ﾄｧf�VRﾀ

ed. L Arbusow, A. Bauer (Hanover, 1955), p 3 Attention is draun to the ten

励nJCJo used in the source and Its multiple meanings (e.g. fortification, fortress,

wan, bu看dmg).

4° Ibid-, pp 48, 50. Also about the mentioned Semigallian castle see p loo:

ad c･榔帥′肋Selo柵朋[.].



society was too poorly developed for it to have be孤possible to

build more complex structures and buildings for diverse functions.

Therefore, the ca§加m mentioned in the sources at the begi皿mg

of the 13th century would be more appropriately called fortified

settlements (similar to the Polish gr弱, Geman B#′gwa〃, Czech

hr側勝,/e), which are typical for the eus of血bal society and血e

e釘1y mo調hy.

Here, we should retun to the sit脚tion in Western Europe, where

血e血st castlcs狐e dated to about血e ninth狐d ten血c蝕t血es,

while earlier fortifications, such as the residences of rulers, are

identified as P/ak, pala鋤朋(not classifying the latter as medieval

castles)4一･血such a case, GDL血st〇五〇珊phy also needs a ce船山

typologisation and an adapted teminology.

Review血g血e desi印a債ons of castles fbu皿d血14血and 15血_

century GDL sources, attention should be draun to a few more

specific words in the Latin tradition: a′意, caste/h仰, /orJa融’ztm. In

血e dictionay they do not have an皿ambiguous comotation42, but

this more likely mplies the ustable and sporadic practice of their

use in different contexts, rather than the attempt to identify more

accumtely a spec範c object4う.

41 For more infomation see R. McKitlenck. Cia/e肋a卵e. Z77e Fo肋a��2���

a殿仰pean 1窃耽り(Canbndge, 2008), pp. 170-171; the au血or describes the

:oee繋Enaro豊eKrfi,諾en蒜器hJar諾窯se,, :.e#e?怨霊io,蒜書
explanations by R. Petrauskas (Ⅶnlus, 2005). Atte血on is directed m血e onginal

text tome Latin nammg of Charlemagne's residences [...] pa/a如opc7.rs eg7哲l‘i

[...I, p 70, [...I comes pa/a筋[..I, p 86. The si皿laritics can be met in the tenth

centry in the tines ofOtto血e Great when血e talk is not in any way about cas-

tles, but just about certain residences (P臼/as/), see E. Lehmam, `Der Palest Ottos

des Grossen皿Magdebung', Ar脇/ek加r cねs u伽e/a/砂s凡m俄｡,タm.タGe5胸lt

(焼imar, 1984), pp 42葛62.

42 For a presented multifaccted trauslation see S/OWHI.* /oc砂J壷繭ome彫ne/

w Po広ce, T I, 11, rv, (Wrcelaw-Krak6w-Warsaw-Gd壷sk, 1953-1977).

43 To illumte this statemen��R�6���&Vﾇ�������ﾆ�妨2ﾂ�R誡��F��W偉��ﾆW2��

two Geman space castles clearly testify to this, when血e subject is named ever

differently in the course of several decades The cases of two Hammerstem and

Nurembeng castles, the desigmtious of whieh n血e sources ranged from cas加I肋,

cos/ellま肋, c�ﾈﾅ兀H�ﾂﾂ�w&G2ﾂ�&��ﾉgWF����誧�2��&R��&W6VﾅﾗFVB��R�6�VﾆB�&Y4&籾

mind that. according to the researcher of these castles, no larger changes dumg the

discused period occ-d in the structure of the castles while in the meantine the
designa｡on ch狐ged; see A Thou, `Studien zu Relevanz und Goltigkeit des Begriffes

Pfalz"徹die Erforschung von Profanbauwerken des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts',

Fo崎ch読gen zz月坤ge# md Sch/osLse肋, 7 (2002), pp 45-72.



One has to speak about a di筋Ient si血ation when meeting血e

tradition of Ruthenian (Cyrilic) writing and the territory of the fomer

Kievan Rus’. In Ruthenian writing, a variation of an encountered

word in the sources, pad, 2opoob, 2(やo∂o柵, hrad, ho7切44, later

appeared in the lang脚ge of the office of the Grand Duchy. Only

at the tun of the 15th and 16th centuries was this tern replaced in

the language with the Polonism 3肋o畑,, 3a勅ovo柵, zamok45. It is

血portant to emphasise the following sources of tens like 2叩oあ

and 2pa∂b, which do not have the same meaning46. The sources do

not reveal exactly when血e ta此is about a city, and when about

a castle. Looking from the other side, the city is understood as a

broader-content object than the castle, while for any city one of the

necessary conditions was the latter. Never血eless, it is very likely that

血e血ention of a city should 〇倍en be皿der§tood as a castle, because

the latter in Europe in the Middle Ages was one of the basic features

of the l劃dscape touched by man (bea正ng止血ind血e co皿ection

between the begiming of the castle and the city, and from that the

impo血血ce of the castle as血e poten心a看c○re of the city)47 The

very meaning combination of the words ropoIH, and lpaHb implies

two phenomena: the genetic ties and the common features in the

development of血e city and the castle･ Fro血a lin糾is心c perspec-

tive, one must remember that the lndo-European Lithuahian押庇s

/ Czech Arad / Polish grad / Danish gra′d / Old Norwegian gr胸r

primarily meant a walled, i.e. `site-specific'space, famstead, yard,

44 Novogorodsc血|a pe朋za /e/opus ’s加shego i mlad妨ego脚odov (Mos-

cow-Leningrad, 1950), pp 475476; J. Jakubowski言Opls Ksiestwa Trockiego

z r 1387', Pタフcg/qd擁s/oり′cz砂, 5 (1907), pp. 2247; La/op短ec LJtry J舟om血

朋ska (Ⅵ血us, 1827), pp. 50-53, 56-57.

45���V8���ﾆ�2�ﾖR�(邊��艇ﾏ��昞p均観螺｡ 25 //387-1546/, ed D. Antanavi5ius,

A Daliulis (Ⅵ血ius, 1998), p･ 102, (1501), p. 92, (1504皿.) Me紬while言n a

document untten in 1480 a castle was designated still by an `old'Ruthenian noun

ware mo朋2opoa J7y��8�ﾉ9ｸﾝy��;�Ii�2�ｲ粐苴ｲ�槌兒ｸ<��:��帶��Y�ﾉ��&G兩ﾈ.�ｺァ

//479-149//, ed. L. Anuzyte Mhius, 2004), pp. 107-108.
46 Ma肋i-dy d7!a s/o仰la d仰we-′湘嬢o i呼出po華'me#)J切.pa肋al崩a朋.,

T. I (St Petersbung, I 893), pp. 555-556; for gomd'presented variatious of trans-

1ation. I. barrier, wall, 2. fortifications, fortress, city. 3. stone walls. pp 575-576;

g卿d'muslation 1. wall, barrier, 2 garden, 3. city

47 E Gudav預us, Mie叫融ra訪m僚Lie加o/e (Ⅵlmus, 1991).
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as a cc鵬in cen億e of 章he w○○量d48. merefbre, in Russian soⅢces

(tenth to 13th-centny amals), first ofall one has in mind namely a

fenced area, a fortified settlement, from which developed the more

complex structure, the city. At the same tine, trying in detail to

make clear血e p調blematic虹cas of血e Ru血enian castle space, one

has to ke中心mind two血cntioned spatial el皿ents of血e castle:

∂mueりand #oca∂･ The first of these is perceived as an mtemal

pa轟of血e castle, limited by血e castle's walls,狐d血e second as

a forecastle (s紳助rbium, p′倒rbiu朋, voわ訪g�陳���6WGFﾆVﾖV蹌ﾂ���F�

extemal walls of the de危nce fb重青綿cadons49･ Neve血hclcss,血genc岨l,

the castles of血e Ru血eni袖pa競of仙e GDL had a so血ewh加diF

ferent development trajectory, because the state structures of Kievan

Rus's血ll suⅣived there. On血e o血er h狐d, a rescⅣation血ust be

made because of how in Russi細山st〇五〇graphy the question of血e

city/castle is `intertwined', not fully distinguishing the features of

血ese two, definitely interrelated, phenomena5°. To summanse, the

principle problem of Russian historiography is considered to be the

undifferentiated use of the word 2apo∂ as city, which is a direct and

uncritical transfer of the teminology of contemporaneous sources

血to a modcm lang岨ge.

48 R･修s|’sches e少桝o/og枇h錆J碓r/erbuch vo# M施smeI Bd 1叩eidelberg,

1953), p. 297; E肋o/o卵煽妨s/o�Mﾙ�(ｽ��｢x-��ﾖ�｢ﾂ�B�����6妨bﾂ��塔"陳����s�ﾓs�ﾀ

580 A Gu鳩vieius describes this plcturesquely wi血exmples of Scandinavian

space, see A. Gureviさius,閥r岬彫’i�彰���ﾉnｹD��6v�$､ｦ�2ﾂ�G"�b��觀ｷ&�V坊覲����ﾐ

nius, 1989), pp. 51-52. By the way, the Image of the famstead and yard as血e

world axls (餌zs棚mdi‘) is extremely common in mythology, which provides a

lot of infomatron about prehistonc tines. The Runa皿an researcher of history of

religions M. Eliade has extremely vlvidly revealed this, see. M Eliade, A収縮o/o

捌g7:粒mo m融a耽he砂a iγ血uo/e, tr. P. REius (Ⅵlnius, 1996); idem, jve砂be

1-γ pのow/!‘e鵬,働mas, tr P. Ra61us (Vllnius, 1997).

49 M.N. Ti血omirov, Dre肋em∬t7e gomda (Moscow, 1956), p. 242;助tsi-

#opedzche融s/ovar, I. ⅩⅩ喜V (St Petersburg, 1898), p 656 Moreover, both the

interior and exterior structures of the Rusian and later Ruthenian GDL castles were

more complicated, but there is insu償cient space to discuss也is problem in more

detail- One can only mention such terns of castle structures as g伽oあia, a請のg

5° pA. Pappoport, Oche招]‘ po 7s′ort.I voemogo zodches���6V���ﾗX���6��

J sevem-zqpα九oi R附上r-XV w (Moscow-Lenngrad, 1961); N V. Sapazhnikov,

`O玩ro血el'Ⅱye soo皿かeniia S皿ole皿s血(do pos同曲画sti 159乙1602縫.)',

S耽o/c7融i Grdovo伽’sめ南‘みowe�76f���v�ｾR����66�ﾂ��涛�陳����S�ﾓsぢ

K. Nosov,相s読7e加p関所asa窃a調/e協m励IHJ-in/ vu (Moscow, 2003);

Iu G. Ivanov, S/a肋′砂eんopos存Ros鋤(Smoleusk, 2004).



Speaking about written sources in the Middle-High Geman (MJ-

/e/hoch(カ所sch) dialect, the nou鵬used Ause,相応ze, ho鵬ze, h�ｦRﾀ

海外↓彫e,励sse, A榔, hous5~ as well as寂rc, a"′詐52 are e皿phasised.

one can notice that consistently (both in the Order's旅gebericht

and皿the correspondence of vytautas with the Teutonic Order) the

first of the indicated nouns (h#se) is used, concretising the place

name.皿is consistency, supponed by the魚ct that血ext to血e血祉e

used nouns such as加ni/#)g綴do協加ni砂ge弱く妨toge血er with

Andewsh`筋Jwane胸o嶋re, mssegi′そねmわr旗e, eponyms referring to

the holdings of specific Individuals, and at the same time referred to

as the qualitative distinctlon between objects. Hence, the Wegeberi’chl

scouts組d compile購accumtely deschbed血e血st血c寄ons between

the named objects Of course, in the sources exceptional cases also

occur, such as ln several of the same accounts by Teutonic Knight

scouts, there is mention of the town of Ei§i§kes (匂応chi∫c碗en eyne

siacカ), although in an earlier note, we find the Ei§i5kes estate wi血

an abandoned castle (少恩iski胸o碗, eyme w沈ten huse)53.

lt is impo競a皿t血at when compa正ng soⅧces w血c皿血di能rent

l狐guages, one c紬notc心at血e teminology t血oughout血e whole

discussed 14血to 16血cen請けpe五〇d maintains a ce競a皿c○nslst-

ency. Thus the Geman huse,勅sze, haM槍e, h膨e or b#rc, b叩ge

correspond to the Russian 2pa∂, 2`やo∂e, 2apo∂o咽o, while the lat-

ter, due to the i重血uence of血e Polish喜狙g脚ge五〇m血e late 14血

century to the early 16th centny are changed to zamok, 3aMo柵,

3cmotio柵. At the same time, cas励m is used as the equivalent of

51 co虎xや厨o/釘i‘s n/o/枕同左grr D�8�ﾇ2�ﾉ�6�譁�R��3sbﾓ�C3�����,ﾂﾂ�VE�

A Prochaska (CⅢ;ow, 1882),町51, 54, 775, 709, 430, 555, 319, 184, 236,

Sc坤)1o舵s re�ﾒ��#"�74ｦ6�'vﾘ5軫��(��ﾈｻ辱schen J花geberJc初e (L′如m∫chen

脇gebeγ`chle), (Leipzig, 1863), pp. 662臆708 Attention is drawn to the provided

trmslation of A榔･ which in older d]ctionaries refer to a dwelling house or a

buildmg, accordmg to the Geman language, chanctenstic of the components Of

the second word, see.助b/io′he* der gesa7n/鋤de沈sche脇間/7ona/ L71el寄切/H

Ablei/"Hg, Bd I,�､6Y7f�6�.��ﾂ�66�9e�e�&'ｦ�6��柳����ｨ扞of�2���VVFﾆ匁'W&rﾐ

Leipzig, 1838), p. 167; the translation of single-storey houses restncted by walls

was provided, M//e/hoc力みItsc加s鵜rle血ch, conp. W. Miller, Bd I (Leipzig,

1854), pp. 737-741･ Mirie/hochゐ`tsches比肩uo’rJeγbach, comp. M. Lexer, Bd. I

(Leipzig, 1872), pp. 1399-1400. In a newer dictionay a few possible options for
the meanmg of h~僚were provided house, residence, castle, manor, see 8 Hemig,

KJei‘ms脇#e偽ochゐ`/sc方跨鵬r/erbwch (Tubingen, 2001), p I 68.

52 I,iv/励俄sche Rei’桝ch′ひnit, ed L. Meyer (Pnderbom, 1876), pp. 134, 228. See

the small dictionary at the end of this publication; especially to the translatious of

the words hα5 (I fomfied house, 2 castle) and bz仰(1 castle, 2 crty).

53劫伽rsche〃脇gebenc励e, pp 700臆701
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those words in Latin texts, with exceptions speakmg about the 13th

century and earlier times.

The designations of castles in Li血uania, as wel喜as of血e other

Baltic tribes, appeamg in 13th-centry sources should not over-

shadow血e珊nd劃e血伽ch紬ges血at occuⅢed duing血e pe五〇d of

the fomation of the state. The fact that the 1 3th-centry chronicles

and amals use the same words as 15th-century sources does not

necessarily imply that we are dealing with the same subject Historical

research is based on the teminology of the sources, but is required

to disclose the development of his~〇五cal phenomenal

3. The phenomenon of the castle between structures and

social history

me castle as a segment of §ocia獲reality is o命en perceived and

analysed in histonography separately from the general smcture of

the state, in this case,血e GDL Such s心血es limit血e possibility

to explain血e坤pea則ce of血e castle as a phenomeno皿紬d the

circumstances of its evolution, the essential breaks in the middle of

the very phenomenon. Therefore, the question of the castle should

be interpreted and explained in a wider perspective of various

phenomcna紬d processes, not細ling to血億oduce血to circula正on

also those which at first glance often appear to have nothing in

comon (e.g. ch狐ges心血e selFaware皿ess紬d sc看缶de創出ca書ion

of the nobility, various GDL lands and their social structure, etc).

On the other hand言t is appropriate to evaluate in a differentiated

血aⅢcr血e te血tonal狐d social hete叩geneity of血c GDL, which

often implies the different natue of these same phenomena and

development prospects. Thus, one can take into account territories

such as Li’初amapmpr′a, Zemaitija and the Ruthenian lands, which

c袖potcntially be diⅥded into even smaller units, and血c di熊rent

castles as conditions fo｢血e development of the phenom弧on紬d

心e processes血at occ皿ed止血e 14血to血e e狐1y 16血cen血hes.

Hence･血c assump五〇Ⅱ c劃be put fbr the fbmer獲y exisdng dis-

contmuities of the castle phenomenon in the GDL territory and the

effort to highlight them.

The history of structures provides an opportunity to try to fomu-

1ate a generalisation and giving a type to the interpretative model, not

ignoring the distinctive features (individualities). Meanwhile, social

history is perceived only as part of the history of structures, focus-



ing on rese孤ch into issues of social structures, processes and actions.

The key task in thls particular case is an attempt to coordinate血ese

approaches with each other, trying to highlight the evercompreheusive

皿ultilaye章e血css of 山e investigated phmomenon● The castle紬d宣ts

s調c皿でe as a phenom孤on is紬express○○n of a pa正c山狐socio-

political si血a廿on,紬d血ercfb重c ca血ot be血t印でeted血isola心on

百〇m血e social env正om帥t紬d its created polidcal c○ntext･

On the other hand, the nature of the castle as a phenomenon

with a complex structure ls emphasised, and, as R. Koselleck aptly

descnbed: 〔events ca皿o血y be related, s巾c血res can o血y be de-

schbed'54.血血e la請er case, there is a clear distinc心on between血e

strategy of a methodologlcal `event'and the `stmcture'of research.

The first is explained by the fact that the event is `triggered'by

certain specific subjects, while st�7GW&W2��&R�ﾖ�&R�F����匁F庸萌V�ﾀ

and intersubjective. Therefore, one camot reduce their explanation

to心e actions of血st血ct individuals or groups. O皿血e o血er hind,

血e vc重y s血ctⅢes are palpable only in血ei○ ○elatio血to the events

in which血cy are a血cu獲ated孤d ide血丘ed5う･ In仙s way,血e castle

c紬be understood as a phenomenon,袖d as a ce正a血long-tern

structure in a specific territory with just its charactenstic develop-

mcnt紬d億狐sfbmat宣ons.

In palticular, it is necessary to distinguish the (structural) terns

of血e investigated problem. me castle phenomenon c狐only bc

adeq腿tely explalned in a plunlistic perspective, and in a shared

co肌ec高on wi心血e va五〇us phenomena of the socia宣reality me

castle itself c○ntained血e s血ctⅢa量ly c○mplex紬d di億cult to re-

co騰血看ct temt〇五al狐d social缶amewo重k of that pehod.皿e皿ain

task of structunl history on this subject is to try to evaluate inte-

grally every segment of the social reality, which had or may have

con血buted tome development of血e castlc狙d its ch狐ges･萱t is

necessary to emphasize the fact that certain distinctions within the

investigated phenomenon are conditional, because they are closely

linked wi血each o血e重merefbre, o債cn when explain血g one aspect

(c g. social),血e la筒er is intc呼重eted o血y by also touch血g on狐o血e重

(e.g. legal). Therefore, look血g缶om the aspect of me血odological

work, repetition is inevitable. Trying to be more specific, one can

心s血guish several main aspects.

54 R Koselleck, ye即�x�R�｠kan/i Zz" Sema偽‘A g跨chida/licher Zci/en
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me legal aspect (a)i This ls the building ofa castle ○○ any other

assoclated�Vﾖ唯ﾂ�也7W&��6Rﾂ��V��ﾇF妨2��&VwVﾆ�F柳篦�呈R��F���77VR��

castle building狙d its c○血ol regalia･ First of all, cxa血ples粛o血

Weste血E町ope･ which poin=o血e existence of a prohibition to

build private castles56, or at least that the arbitrary construction of

a castle would result in sanctions57, imply the raising of this issue.

Moreover, the very construction of a castle had to be authorised by

the privilege/authorisation of the sovereign. Meanwhile, pnvileges

granted to the nobles of the GDL, giving the right to build a private

castle, c狐be detected only丘om血e血of血e 13th and 16th

centuries. In血is case, it is necessary to discuss separately this late

phenomenon of granting the nght of the `regalia transfer'of a castle.

The second level of the legal element is perceived as a clash

of different local jurisdictious. Here is the problem of the city and

castle having di範Icnt ju血cia=e正t〇五es (with mcle狐borders),

and of the mdivid脚ls subord血ate to them. Souces allow this to

be grasped only in the first half of the 16th centny58, and signal

56 Indicated relying on the body of law of (a) Nomandy, @) Saxon mirror, (c)

Swabian miⅡor and (d) Austnan land: (a) [..I in//I /ic�僮 No肋a用ma casle//か朋

/flce′ぞ[. ],���ｲ粢ﾒ�ﾖ�x�V��ﾖR��6��ﾖR�)oiW�&�V瀰ch抽出es/ene〃棚/

p/a庇n #och捌/肋m [..], (c) I.. ] Ma胴ol ohくねhei‘He bw′でbWe棚o力めr/er

v跨/e mache画oh be′詐柵/ veslenmge ane虎s /｡刑ナi‘初aer�<���ﾗ��ｲ粢ﾒﾂ����ｲ粢ﾒ�6�

e朋o/ awch加emanl勃am h側掴och坪rg pa録en伽あ/a融esheγ柁n gms白md

a〃 seiH�"����ﾆ"�ｲ粢ﾓｲ�6友VB��66�&Fﾖr�F��R���ﾆ'&V6③ﾂ�FX<���,ｸﾆ'6ﾂﾒb�猛�ﾔﾖR��ﾇFW 

鋤dien z"in yc撮親切rs vo〃 A′勃Ie伽`r w広febe朋/o朋i’H No肋- zmd協es肋呼7a

(Munchen臆Berlin. 1995), p 36; E Schrader, Dくび依/es/igr′邸rech白月De沈sc枕nd

vo部か初/a‘7IgeH封’s z"肋Begmn des /4 Ja脇mde応(Gottmgen, 1909). About

the law on the construction of defensive fortifications as regalia and Its grantmg,

see A. Coulin, Be/跨鳴即群力ohe′出nd Be/e!/ig即gr7t>c加qeipzig, 191 I)

57 The first penalty mentioned in untteri sources for the illegal coustluction of

a castle is known from the励i’c加m Pisle7]se capitulary of Charles 11 the Bald in

864, see Mome励a Ge朋amae H厨or7ca･ L呼m Sec/zo H Capi.A//am Rcgvm

F売叩co手駒･ T. 11仲anover, 1897), p 328: = zi/,叩cmque融’s /e7即orib榔

cos/助h cJjimめtes a庇おst’彫wostゆve応o/ccen’�ﾈ亳ﾆY�2��6wW2���R��{ｰ

/a/es /朋胸嬢俄s/ac/側habea〃I, gma v?ci’m e′ ci-rm朋mane���VVﾖFR�ﾐ//as

･砕med擁’o〃cs c白朋pe脇menla鋤s励e加E/卵i’ca青磁,oc竹c�博/�V��h��ﾀ

com/es, in gz/o�ﾒ�6����� s /czc/ae鋤���G9K�2��H-�..]

58 see the historiography devoted to GDL cities Z K｣aupa,焔"#o短orJ/a

(Vilnius, 2010), also the senes ofsou耽es on Llthu劃a's Magdebung clties, L′e加′oJ

棚g養b"rg棚り桝印高γi-v7/egi/‘のir a鳥ねi (1991臆2010) About the being fomed

legal aspect of血e Magdeburg city (and with the literatue shown in the article),

see J Karpavieiene, `Magdebungo teise i§takos ir trausfomaci]os', Lie蝕vos m印y

lslo′リos s’al伽I’4i, 3 (2001), pp. 175-250･ L!e加γの施加細,豚7嘩)mq b少ga 25

//387-1546/, p 102‥ [..] A D肋eu c朋やoc桝e棚Jamn叩蝕の陥qれ榔Jc~



that the subordinatlon of the intertwined territones and different

social categ〇五es was血e血ily reality of the society of血at pehod･

皿e pol宣tical (b) moment of血c role of the cast獲e● Acc○重d血g to

H. Ebner: `me greater pa競of mcdicval politics was血e politics

of the castles. The battle in war and disputes was the battle for

castles and fb高角ed citles･ The castle was the point of a的ck狐d

the instrument for the tactics of military delay'59. The most notable

instances of succession anuor the a録empt to establish血e la筒er,

which are associated with the castle, are considered to be the strug-

gle between §vitrigaila and Zygimantas Kestutaitis for power in the

GDL in the 1430s, and the dispute between Llthunia and Poland

over血e te正t〇五es of Podolia and l硯hyⅢa and the castles located

in them. J狐D血gosz cla噺es血e音ast c○舶ict quite broadlyoO･ No

less mportant was the war between the Teutonic Order and the

Grand Duchy, where the stmggle was, inter alia, for castles. In

any case, the castle in these conflicts appears as the main lever for

establishing authority. One can also recall the assumption already

raised in historiography on the construction of the Kreva, Lyda and

T X J7zmoβc棚�8�ﾉEG�｢���ﾂ������剖FW�g��ﾒﾂ����2陳�����c�"ﾓc�2��ｲ粢ﾙ%��跿f�

粗iib男e抑I]a�Pc+/bc柵〃 #a #awecm棚Ka�T｢�4ｶ�&��ﾙ����f��ﾘ,ﾆ�邵馘鑓�F��

[. ]雌か畑3a棚柵削o Bae∂a砂′‘撮mo:刀のo肌�7�S6"�問�vPae〃乃鵬も肌

eyd朋のw, a榔pr∂α朋,��'ﾉ�H己-� m�R������:躋�ｲ粢ﾘ�幃Xﾘ,ﾆ��Yjhｷ&�

c8oe2o��肋6くりcmlo 6J朋l8a肋w, w c′岬a8o8a肋z/C月, HoO.リどb呼a8a c8oeeo [...];

pp- 837-838, jn 1502血e c○n創ct of血e Polotsk city residcnts Ⅵ心血e vlce重e-

gent of Grand Duke Stan○slovas Glebav蒔ius [ I #��Xﾝ蹌ﾂ�22�`∂eio�ﾙ�� 

pa∂e #a録′Oji, Mmoo畑o 3伽`ny棚α′のり7 H0,7O昨rany Mito∂〃O zi朋肋ec朋研/jrb駒場b

wpb!ey∂o6b棚Ko朋opb耽we��Vﾖ"ﾂ�ｦ��@moとo坤bidα柵ec肋o na巧y Cm剛ztαa句′

6t, 2OpO∂c柵���&X�ﾈ*ﾘ,ｶ6W�*�28ｶ8�ｨ*也刔ﾘ�h;��B����6�vV6ﾘ�ﾉ�也��停�ﾒ�ﾓ�Ed�.&�ﾚ�

〃e [.] #e py糊zmz′ [.. ] L′el肌o∫�4ｧ&友���Uｨ�ﾈ.I_ﾈ.�%ｧ没�����S#ぴ�8昮ﾀ

ed A.皿bonis (Ⅵ1nius, 2002), pp 130-132, in 1531血e co血創ct of血e city of

Kaunas with the sovereign's officials [. ] zりJ,脇砂aen, 7(omo卯�8�ﾖ�6"6��f$ﾈｻ乱

タや���ﾈ�ﾖR�8;�.�Jナ�4粉粐�ﾒ��f&ﾗv��,ﾆﾗﾖ迺�"�ﾗ�S�2�v���;�'vY��*I_ﾂ"�ﾖ�P

lpb将epりm′ 7cO maり〉 3α-Ibny胸撮Ovy I. ]議∵ mpe603 m鋤cb O朋b朋n 6棚僻も, z/

タやb!6cp砂.7b柵3優的j9′ Ha撮のりJ [.. ] H n少o y,Tz華y, 3ね明l w 3 -i7e均c]融l, Jco朋o妙e

e脚m捌けit甲azwのり′ 6肋やb【6ep叫J-7も, z/ mpe8o3も#a H餅肌e同相ec岬)I #a ce6e

朋e妨勅e肋z/.�ﾆ貿�9i�(ｻ��X.��V0, w moe t鋤eJ/be, A‘o朋opoe o榊nyn撮桝y A~

Arfu7a r7章I鵬cKoeo cO 6bc"棚信棚允肋w�6Wxﾋｹ¥ｨﾌ(ﾟ&3�Jr�jﾙ��蛻�ﾆ"���&ﾗP

6oau7e岬r8櫨舵6b岬e飯o∽ r/a関復調z用例`bⅢ [ -]

59 H. Ebner, `D-e Bu噌a獲s Fo｢schmgsp○○bl調m誼e】alterlicher Ve血ss血詳ge-

schichte', DJe動培e旧朋cカu/Schen SpγadmけI朋thタでrec庇s- I/nd vetr脇smgrge-

schich//iche Beくね���6rﾂ�B�陳�VB�や���GｦR��6没ﾖ�&匁vV篦��都b陳�������

cOJ Dhgossii, a?era o朋朋a, t IV (Cracoviae, 1877), p. 198.励/Jcel caslⅢ肋

Kyow obsi俄one cl朋貼e/ e毎J2/s obsidi’onem ali卵a励o /eブタやoγe co面i桝a§sel [..],

t. Ill, Pp. 560-561’Po仇タ脇e /eγ肋c/ c側のma必/aus Rer移c叩ert7/ e∬〃倣

cis華耽/ic虎[. ]; [.. ] ed cαfl柑m Kamye華iecz e型rgr]a�V兩ﾆ��YIVﾐovaJ, bo朋-

ba肋sq�R�梯�&Hｸｦ�ﾆ亦�ｲ袵ﾂ�停�bﾂ�������ﾂ���"ﾂ���rﾂ���P



Medininkai castles in 1377-1382 during the dynastic stmggles for

the throne of the Grand Duchy6]. The list made by the Teutonic

Order in 1432 of the te正t〇五es (castles)血der §v血gaila62, in which

血e Rutheni狐temto正es,血cir citles紬d castles, belongmg to血c

Algirdal5iai are written down could be seen as a complement to

血ese ex劃p量es. From皿s list,血e ma血e工in which血e te正tonal

goverrment is perceived and defined becomes clear (in this case,

it does not ma償er how much it皿atched血e ac巾al s血ation of也c

period). It is worth stressing here the fact that under such conditions,

血e dependence of ce血in祉eas and血e castles located心血em was

ex億emely vola缶le紬d unce血血

One can further mention the castle's militay-defensive function

(c), which, being essentially the primary cause for the emergence

of血e castle in Westcm EⅢope63, o食餌`overs血dows'血e whole

complexity of the castle phenomenon. The situation in the GDL Is

interesting, because in its different territories (lands) at vanous times,

castles caITied out an皿equal military-defensive role (for example,

attention is paid to 14th-centny Zemaitija or Li脇mnia pmpri｡ and

in the first half of the I 6th centny the border between the Ruthenian

lands and the state of Moscow and the Tatars and the functions of

the castles, about which the material of the seimi (parliament) and

61 K- Mekas, A Za血erius, `Medininku pilies archeologiniai tymejimai

1961葛1963 metais',�坊ﾗf�8,ﾆV���淋ﾖ�ﾂ�#���#��R陳�����S停�G'遊誡�F��fﾇ7V�ﾆ�6P

better the nature of such conflicts and the importance of the castle in them, a

representative example in this case would be血e conflict in the 1380s between

two noble families of Greater Poland: G事クタ朋a勅6w z Na/fcz肋i.. Based on this

dispute, the Polish histonan Leszek Kauzer makes the assunption about certam

changed socio-political circumstances, and the ansmg of a new situation m血e

developmmt of血e fomtioo or pnvate castles. me血ston狐Ikewlse comes to

血e conclusion that perhaps this conflict reflects the upsurge of the mportance of

血e castle as a practical and symbolic representative at the end of the 14血century

in Poland's society. Thus. a soclo-political conjuncture is also introduced mto血e

explamtion of血e concept of血e castle; see L Kajzer言Male czy du2e, czyli o

tzw. zamkach rycerskich na Ni如Polskim', Zb融=‘ p′ze肋乙巌やo!ecz朋w励′-型e

j砂倣owc/’i wschod海/ (Warsaw, 2002), p. I 13.

62 Berlin-Dahlem Geheim跨S/aa加仔桁v坊孤輝ischeγ劇/加わ跨l.庭, XX. Haupt-

abteil皿g (K6nigsbenger Arohiv), Ordensbnefarchiv, No. 27885; I...] No朋硯a c勅-

/z融m cato職がe/ぬけicl胸肋華o叩rssi’del S肋`舟i’grll [. ]. The document was

published in:靴arbzec dpわm/bw p呼iez傭ch･ cesa榔癌h′加/鋤s癌h,応岬z?少ch,

ed･量･ Dan級oⅥcz, = (Ⅵ血ius, 1860), pp 330-331

63 TN. BIsson言The Feudal Revolution', Pas! a広Jわse所, 142 (Feb 1994),

pp. 12, 15, G. Duby, `The Difldsion ofCultunl Patters in Feudal Saciety’, Pasl

and P′憐en/, 39 (Apr. 1968), p. 7.



inventories of the castles testify). The military-defence importance

of the castle was more important, as it helps to clarify the changes

心血e castle's鼻血ctio皿s, depending on血e prevailing si観tion in

a pa正cular p加of血e GDL血this way･血e change of血皿ction

Implies the st田鶴ural筒ansfomations of the castle獲tsel亀i･e･血e

castle tuning into a manor (Ei§i§kes, P血ia, Kemave, Alytus etc)

anuo｢ a ce競ain te正t〇五al-adm血s血tivc皿it. As狙ex劃ple, here

one can invoke the stmcture of the district��f忘D�2��F��B����V�&V@

a食cr 15α｣1566 Wl心血e la録er issue, one c狐raise the question

of血e temt〇五a獲c○ntinu吋between血e castle, its teⅡitones and

血e newly fbmed te正t〇五al, judicial and admi血s血tivc s巾ctⅢe

of血e dis血cts.

me mentioⅢ血the Order's c血o皿cles men億on血g血e horse

stud fans ln densely populated areas and the grain stored in the

castles testify to the castle's economic nature (d). The privileges of

the Church appeamg at the end of the 14th century unequivocally

testify to the (economic) integrity and the internal relationships

coupling the castle and its te正to正es, i e. temtohal dependence

狐d血e result血g obligation system, w血ch provided the ma書cha獲

foundation of the cast|e64.

Therc is also a subm誼ed exa皿p獲c re組ect血g ano血e｢ aspect of血e

social phenomenon in question. Jogaila in 1387 bestowed the Tau-

ragnai castle and Its territory and villages to the Dlocese ofvi血us65.

In turn, vytautas ln 1429 donated to the Church the Czamokosnycze

castle and tour in the Podolia lands66. These two examples, to our

64 certam tnbutes or parts of them belonging to the Church reveal the

nature of the castle as a certain `locar economc realisation mechanism,

see Ko･加応d加/oma少czny焔ledy 1 di‘ecee/i in/e応kicJ‘, T. I (I 387-1507),

(KDKDW), ed J. Fijalek, W. Semkowlcz (Cracow, 1948), p. 31; in 1390
two talents (one talent is about 26 kilos) of wax from血e sovereign's manor

in the Vilnius castle, p. 52; in 1397 from the Vilnius castles and its cellars

(cias ce//ariis) were given ten decks of honey (decem pr//rs me//rs), p.

93; the 1415 pnvilege of vytautas, which obligated the Old Trakai castle

each year to give a tenth of all fruits (虎ci棚s om拙m加′g構m) wlth oats

and hay (c�ﾒ��fVﾒ�X5讖�踉亭

65 Ibid., pp 4i: [.. ] mco′po′慣〃榔e/ do朋mzrs do朋cio�W�X�ﾇ�ﾝv��貞ﾒ�X;��ﾈﾔp

e′ I‘psi的q短やo [-.]側s加m no相が耽れrog7章o cu同債訪fc加物e�Y:ﾙ{��ﾈ僴

el vi//Ls Lobo朋n ac Mo/e/am‘, #ecno# dJ柑]c加桝Domblひw7!o [.. ].

66胸o/d調朋, Co虎r prM/egro�_ﾈｻ愉�&�vﾒ顋V9�dﾉ�Z匁��R��3ド���C3�

(坊/Jo肋am), ed. J. Ochmahski (Warsaw-Poznah 1986), pp. 206-207



knowledge, are isolated cases, when a castle was bestowed to the

Church, and this is particularly contrasted with the situation which

ch祉actehsed Westm67紬d also Cen調l巳astem E町ope･ In many

cases in these regions, a castle was皿object at血e disposi心on of

the Church, i.e. it belonged directly to the Church's structure as an

inst血心on of land ten皿e This episode provides an oppo青田ity to

assume that the GDL's clergy did not develop stnictures that would

have allowed them to `confront,(as was common in Western Europe)

the lay血obility皿e examples of nei如bou元ng c○皿巾es68, both

Poland and territories of the Teutonic Order, Prussia and Livonia,

perfectly illustrate the scale of the Church's re[ationship with the

castle. Therefore, it is necessary to raise the question untouched up

to now血hist〇五〇抑hy of血e rela正onship betwe軸心e C血皿ch and

the castle: what was血e re音ado皿ship between血e ChⅢch狙d血e

castle in血e GDL?冊is way we親adually坤proach what might

be called social history, i.e. the movement from stmctures to social

groups of society and their relationships in the discussed structures.

From血e point of view social history (e),血c most interesting

th血g is血c ques心o血of血e genesis of血e nobility's castle. In West

67 The ex血ple of the castle policies and consolidation ofauthonty camed out by

Archbishop Baldum ofTner could be symptomatic, see W.-R Bems,助曙e7印ol′融

z/訪He｢贈chq# d錆用z机schoj; Ba肋IJn yon Trier /J307臆1354) (Sigmanngen. I 980)

68 It |s obvious that since the second halfofthe 13th centny the castle in Llvonia

had become the obiect of pemanent discusslon/dispute between the Order and the

bishop or chapter, see Llv-, E㍍*- md Czir/4′~d料hes坊ねndmbztch Hebst Reges/e7?,

ed F.G. von Bunge, Bd- 2, (130｣1367) (Reval, 1855) Here is one relation of the

dispute i血1366 between血e Riga AIchbishop amd血e Teutonic O血er, in w血ch

among the multitude of the obuects of conflict,血e questions of the constniction,

dependence and rule of castles are discussed: p. 755: "nd mdeγ hHsen,俄gebz`we/

wor肋c捌re胸部加H brztd��ｲ��ﾒﾂ����sc3｢��#x<��G"�液つ�vX�ﾈﾌ�-ﾄ��ｨﾚｩ<wVﾂ�ﾂ����t�

dJe bm`ねでbe鳥I朋merJ, due da料ho脇cz�F9�7&7ｦ6%ﾘ�g66�ｧ&2ﾂ�4ｨ�&訂�FW 

eタでeeb【scho/ i朋o録ch we髄r czzigcben [...] Lrv-, E諦- z/nd C暮高弟)ゐches I/寂un-

`カタ7bz/ch mbsl Reges/e7i, ed. F.G. von Bunge, Bd. 3 (1368-1393) (Reval, 1857) In

1271 the R宣ga chapter, residing in the Tervete castle (朋邸1er e/舟板菊c`勘twm

77!e爪′elene) transfers the Dobene and Spa朋ene castles to the Order: p 69; I. ]

Dobene sc!/icel側/ fpane�Rﾂ�7Y_ﾂ��ｷ'8ﾄﾆ�2ﾂ�6�/m朋まIs j直加bus mJedic穂

I..I Poland's examples in which the interest of the bishops to build is reflected

L Kajzer, `Z problematyki badah zamk6w biskupskich w Polsce §redmowicoz｡ej',

S7eゐIdy最s鳥件bw b擁ow寂ich #a /e7eme dれmei′go wo/-ow6&twa糊ndo肋鵬ki略o,

A勿Ieria砂z舵sli m沈owe/ Kie/ce 20 JX /997 (Kielce, 1997), pp. 7-14; Idem,

Zam脇I坤o/eczelうstwo Pタフemiaγ a′でhJ胸ur男軌dのγnic飢′a obron〃cgo w Po/sce

w X臆÷招〃 wie肋(L6dz, 1993), pp 143｣44.



aspect of the latter problem associated with this social category is

the attempt to clarify the nature of their relationship with the castle

狐d its place in備e rapidly exp紬d血g l紬d tenⅢc s血ctⅢc. On血e

other hand言n the relations btween the castle and the nobility, one

can encounter one of the notatlons which might explain (at least

血om one perspec廿vc)血e ex億e血e看y di鯖cult to grasp phenomenon

of mental self-awareness. The castle appears in the spotlight of the

nobility's interest,組d a正ses as a k血d of symbolic expression of

direct powe意In Western Euope,血is phenomenon beg狐to eme巧e

心血e tenth to 13血cen血hcs, when血e nobility beg狐to associate

themselves w弛a particular ongm��G&蒙���ﾂ��ﾆ�6�F柳篦�問�v�6�

us鴫lly at the time of feudal fragmentation, or, in the words of T.N.

Bisson, /eu7cr/ revoh偽o#, the castle emerged. Thus, the territory in

which the noble’s castle stood, and the rise of the i血erited name,

were血rectly皿teⅢe獲ated69･ In the case of血e GDL, we c紬also鯨nd

simi看a重, but much later clues, but血ey紬e relatively馳ndo血,孤d it

would be quite problematic to associate them with a particular castle.

By the begiming of the 16th century, the sources did not explicitly

link the nobility with a castle, for example. in the脇egebericht only

血e nobility's es血tes紬d villages arc mentioned.

me invent〇五es of castles, evaluated togcthcr血o皿血e po血t of

view of social history that appeared at the end of the 15th century,

o允en血terested only economic or economics histonans. Howevc喜

田s group of sources c狙also provide a co鵬idemble mount of

infomation about the social configuration of the castle’s space:

members血p血a pa誼cularjunsdiction,心e contingent of血e social

categohes in血e castle,皿d in geneml血e concept of血e i血塊te手

ritory of the 16th-century castle, whose primary hypothesis could

69 L Figueras言Personal Namg and Stnicmres of Kinship in the Medleval

Spanish Peasantry', Pe騰o顧I Names S励i‘es a/城7deval E"rope.励c畑/胸cJirty

and凡mi/ia/ S励c幼ns (Kalamazoo, Mlchigan, 2002), p 63. Examples are pro-

vicled of the nobility of Catalonia and France, in which in certam cases a castle

would be assigned to a younger son, who would take over its name instead of

the father or the brother, and thus gave a stan to a second branch of his filly

under a different name
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be fomulated by explaining the territory of the castle area that

existed as an uneq脚11y dis血buted i調tema獲s廿uc卸町e suppo請ed by

血e dependence of a va正ety of dispcrsed se血ements･ At血e same

time言t is a very useful resource when trying to lool( at the lower

layer of society (associated with the castle, serving it) and Its in-

tcma獲s血t愉cation. Ultimately, a p調mising test would be, while

comparing the inventory material of various castles, to define the

spec亜cs of one丘om o血e工spa血11y remote GDL local societies7°･

Attention is paid to several other aspects of the (space-regional,

social fabric) directly related to the research of castle structures and in

血e oontext of sooial血sto重y. Fi購t of all, ch調血ologically,血e castle血

Lithuania in血e narrow sense (��i��譁���ﾗ�'ｨ�f����襭�ｦVﾖ�友岬��v�2��

late phenomenon (the issue in the GDL’s Ruthehian lands is a s印arate

question)7[. According to the data of early sources, the possession of

castles by the nobility is皿clear because the souses are uninfomative.

The question of the nobility's interface with the castle remains open.

Two variants for solung this problem are most justified. First, it is

likely that the ruler only slowly and gradually reserved the exclusive

right to coustruction of a castle72. secnd, for the nobility generany,

the castle was not ch~teris缶c of the expression of their status and

power (血e question of the 13血-centny castles of the Baltic血bal

nobility脂mains open). me earliest case we know when a nobleman's

7° AtteDtion is draun to the large volume of the sunving inventory of the

Orsha and Rodoshkovich castles from心e middle of the 16血century in which are

listed in dctail the territones belongmg to the castles and their scqal categories

(service people), accountable to the castles Do血me所y mo話ovs加go a′勃Jva柵--

nislerst肋間sli応ii, T. I (Moscow, 1897), pp. 90臆119, 123-39 No less interestmg

are the revlslous conducted in 1545 in the GDL southern lands of the Frfuenets,

LutskつVintsa, Bratslav and Vladi皿r castles, see LJ/ova '物Mefri句. Kn′ga 561,

Rα(ziJ U両肌s '肋訪za朋kⅣ /545 ro加. ed. V. Kravchenko (kiev, 2005), pp 99-254.

Also detailed descnptions camed out in 1552 of the castles of Cherk鮎y, Kanev,

Kiev, Chemobyl. Ostersko�WGvVV��ｶ妨b��襭�6�ﾖv�陳�f匁宥6���襭�ﾖ��#ｰ

see A肋rv 'J�v�ｦ��;�6���&�&陳�6や�huRﾂ�B����┯妨bﾂ��ャb陳�����sbﾓ�#2ﾂ�Sベｨｸ.�#も

71 About this, to fom an overall plctue of the problems, see S. Brather, Ar-

chaologle deγ wes//Ic.hen S/awe���4ｦY�陪rﾂ�ﾙuｦ8����&襭�vW6R�69Mﾙed猛�ｩoｶひ

z/訪hoch朋1Iela//er/ichen O的棚#e/e重/ropa (Berlin-New York, 2001), pp. 122｣26;

on Kievan Rus'castle questions, which are direetly related tome GDL attached

temtones, see DIαn聞a規s `. Gomd, zamok`, selo (Moscow. 1985), pp 94-96.

72 R Petrauskas, ` Socialiniai poky�����ﾆ妨GWf�R�f�ﾇ7G�&W2�f��f蒙�6��ﾆ�霧7F�"ﾐ

piu',�ｦWGv�2�idｸ晗&W8�9�贍�2�P′て申miareわ面e応te, comp. by R. Petrauskas

(Vi血ius, 2008), pp. 177-181



castle is mentioned is from the end of the 14th centny73, while th]s

was a social reality in Western Europe in the 12th and 13th centuries74.

血general, the problem of castle dependency/subordination should

be posed狐d重eso獲ved in血c context of血e血scontinuity of GDL

terntory and the directly related social heterogeneity of local societies.

Here, it is necessary to take into account the nature of the depend-

ence of the very GDL-fomed territories and the resultmg status

of the castle･ On the o血er h劃d･備e iden舶ca轟on of血e sit融ion

is also made more di績cult by the local rulers, i.e. old Rurikids or

Gc血minids `s血ng s組ll'in Ru血eni紬te血〇五es d竜ng血e policies

carried out by Gediminas. There are some possible examples, such

as Podolia of the Karijotai6iai, of volhynia of Svitngai喜a. S. at this

point, wc血cvitably enco皿ter血e problems of血e stains and power

of the social apex (kmghts, nobility) of different territories. In such

a case, one could look at血e state centralisation policy carried out

by vytautas. Finally, one could try to clarify the other st.uctunl

differences between the castles of various state lands.

4･ A血odel for researc血血g the p血eⅡo血e血o血o白he castle

量n a備cmpting to血ve§寄gate castles in血e GDL, the ess如ial problem

is the heterogeneity of its external (extra-macro) temtory, and thus

also of its society. However, this feature is common to all ancien

regme societies. T址s implies the precedence of the comparative

method when trying to reconstruct the specifies of the stmcture of

society or its expressions.

Fo｢ the de蘭tion of 血e castle as an object of血vestigating

structures and social history, one should briefly mark out the ter-

73 For the case ofDirs血ai castle; see Cmr.ca nova P海鋤.ca, Sc垂加即弧�

pru聯J’car�ﾒﾂ�&B�"��V��ｦ睦ﾂ��ツ2陳���Ss"��坪�&ﾖﾂ���ﾈ<���F兌v覲2�貞��8;��&�ﾐ

e伽D短冊のvzcer面[.. ]. R. Petrauskas Identifies this as a possible interpersonal

oral agreement between the sovereign and a nobleman, strengthening loyalty and

trust･ see Petrauskas, Soczal肋ai’pokyc紡, p 181 In assesslng thls case, attentlon

should also be paid to its location, i.e i白s on the very borders of the GDL and

the so-called wasteland (砺/初rs).

74 u. Aubreeh亡A`桃itr The whole latter book discusses the emergence of the

castle and the ch紬ge of the nobility's relationship with it from the first appearance

of cas~1es山肌he ･d印軸om'of血e castle as a pheⅡom孤on･血狐e血cyclopae-

dically brief way. Issues of the typology of the castle are discussed. There is also

a separate dmory type work of one of most fanous scholars of Czech castles
that discusses the chronology of the emergence of castles in the Czech Republic,

the begiming of which dates back to the 13th century and the typology of castles,

see. T r皿k,劇の4/oped7’e c‘e§砂c屈肋撒(Prague, 1999), pp 15-23.



the castle area can also be interpreted ambiguously. judicial ac

countabilrty, administrative dependence, systems of economic and

military obligations, etc. All of these are the main aspects of the

content of the castle's constituted territory. Therefore, one can ask:

how is the model of the castle reconstructed as a unit structuring

space and likewise foming a territory?

In Lithunian historiography, after a long break, a new effort ap-

peared to formulate the conception of the territory of the GDL75 and

Its simultaneous reflection76 as well as the problems directly flow-

ing from it and the methods of their resolution. However, the latter

investigations are related more to the problems of the state's external

borders and its limited territones. In our case, the reconstruction of

the GDL space is important (the detemination of the approximate

spread of castles in the state), and namely the identification of the

significance of the castle as a temtorial-struct陣l unit.

understanding the castle as a spatial structure, one has to dis-

tinguish Its intemal (intra-micro) and external (extra-macro) terri-

tories. The first is defined as the area bounded by the walls of the

castle. The second is the other side of these walls, and its territory

does not have spec漁c融stones皿a血g it･ So∬ces desc融血e

first succinctly, but clearly ` I...] ecc扇.am cas加Hosfro Wlnensi

cons胸c/am et Joca伽[...]･77. with regard to Ruthenian castles,

the same fomula applies78. The exterior territory of the castle, not

having materially obvlous links, is descnbed much more abstractly:
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O害皇=重==冒雪iiiiiiiiiiiii冒
･[.. ] j’ntγan/es /er′am Lethowie cas加m cガc′um桃,ena朋[...] re/J’qwa

pa樽のe′擁狐!‘勅･c��WB���V2��6�8����譌F�'ｨ�b&問�ｲ粐袵�ss停�FⅣ:R�F��W�2ﾐ

ience of the distinctions in the very territory of the castle should

be dcsi弧ed together a宣so心血e a正s血g of d脈打cnt social狐d Job

position mech狐isms,血e development of which血the early 14心

to 1 5th centuries is charactensed by fundamental transfomation.

h this way, the context皿lisation of the castle is necessary in the

plane of di舵でcnt societies and its created phenomena･ As a res叫

the differentiation of the layers and the perspectives of the research

of the layers of the very castle's problems diverge. We will discuss

缶宣血cr血e cuts of the rese紬ch.

The castle and血血er -er血書ory At血is level of血vestigation, the

most important attention is concentrated on a specific object Not

血de重ak血g a sepa隠te狐a獲ysis of all血own castles, representative

cases of castles were血stinguished, rcve心血g血e s血ctⅢal ch飢ges

mat took place. One c紬mention hcrc血e examples of the Ve獲獲uona,

Kemave and Trakai castles, which allowed the reconstruction of local

s調ct皿es and血e危at皿es of血eⅢ soc宣a量c○血t血gent as血e soci○○

political circmstances changed. Veliuona Castle carried out defensive
血章Ictions directly, but a命e工los血g its s同tegic impo血nce a食er血e

Ba融c of G血wald, it g重adually血ed血to a manor of血e G事狐d

Duke. On血e o心er hand, even a命er ○○s皿g its o轟g血al釦皿ctions,

Veliuona言n血e乱調heT con組lct血at took place betwem Ⅵautas

and the Teuto正c Order in the 1410s, remains an important object

of dispute8°･皿e case of Kc血ave Castle is dist血guished by血e

79 pe/er van D榔bz/培, Cronlca /cue Pmssie, Bd. I, Scnp/o′磯rerw朋pm§sl-

ccJr�ﾒﾂ��V��ｦ睦ﾂ��ツ�陳�����Cr���ﾇ6��6VR�ｴDｴErﾂ����CCｲ�#�つ�Csr�ﾄ��b�2��2�&W0

geslae in/er Polo乃os 07勃nemq躍CmcJ/emm朋, t 11 (Poznah, 1892), p. 137: [.. I

q���6�6ﾉ+(,ﾉ�d｠朋ac pre俄’u肋el /e��h,ﾆ��gy�ﾛｹYH�gW2�8;�ﾖ｢�ｦﾂ�R��W2�ﾖ覃���

[..]鋤bieda i励er w/las prescrip加in pn朋o c融cw/a e/叩倣I’ce肋o carzi側め肋

v#/a,初かaめm’めH’i’i’psα′u肋[..] Basically, in defining the external temtory of

the castle, bo心血the first halfofthe 15血century as well as in the 16th century,

the same weu-established form was used (caゞt��0朋o肋mbα5 e/ si�w"�2�7ｦ�(ﾋw2ﾀ

a慮仇c/Jbas e/c.); see CEタでp. 794. OpJsa朋e�ｶ��ﾇ6踐v���ﾖR�譁���vﾆ觝_ﾈ/��$�*ｶ漬

b/Jc方no油ib/IoleA7, I. Ill (Vil.in, I 898), pp 50, 51. Gudavi6ius raised and based the

Idea of the castles and their fomed regions (temtories), see Gudav萌us, `Lietuvos

paあuktmes kanuomenes', pp. 52-53; idem, `Lietuvos valstybes strukt血o', p 139.

8° cEy, p 259 Here is one of the complaints of the grand maste重to Sigis-

mund of Luremboung about the `activlties'of vytautas in Veliuona It states that

the Veliuona castle is not built in Zenaidua lemtory and that it has to be retuned

to the Teutomc Order. [..I Das励ws c刻Welz/ne, ds i#虎s o′-加関gr卵czen膳J

ge抗ル′eJ wo/ sec広mel/cn [..] dos dsse/be A榔mc/me inch/粧/mあSamの′lhen.
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魚ct that a命er血e intema看飼ghts that occumed at血e cnd of the 14仙

century, the castles were not restored, even though they belonged to

Lith〃ania pmpria, the temtory where the main domain holdings of

血e Grind Duke were. me castles of Kmave remained uⅢcsto重ed,

although at least from the 13th centny the area was distinguished by

its developed internal topography and social structures8]. The case

of Trakai is interesting, as how in a compact territory a complex of

castles was fomed with the individual castles having different fates.

The castles of Old T鳳ui, of the Trakai peninsula and of the Trakai

island built by Vytautas at the beginning of the 15th century are an

example of血e fbmation of a dynastic ceme82･ However, a命cr血e

ruling dynasty changed from the middle of the 1 5th century, Trakai

became a hunting lodge of Kazimieras Jogailaitis, although in 1450

(1451?) and 1477 the Venetian ambassadors Josaphat Barbaro and

Ambrosio Contarini visited it, and in 1483 in Trckai a meeting be-

tween KaLzimieras Jogailaitis and the Grand Master of the Teutonic

Order Martyn von Tmchsess took place83. Meanwhile, from the first

half of the 16th century. the two castles of Trakai became prisous84.

Theぐa§tleぐ｢eated exte血or ter正to｢ies and structures As one

could have been convinced earlier血e territory of the castle was

not only what血e castle walls encompassed. The early fragmentary

souces allow one to underst狐d the castle beyond (ex血-macro)

血e tc血tory res血cted by血e walls･ So町ces in the 14血a皿d c狐1y

15th centry provide the possibility to define the territory at least

d餌*er sich mchle ml voγ∝e′en noch ob昭eben I. I. h another letter in 1413 to

Sigismund of Luxembourg, the Grand Master complamed that a year ago vytautas

bult a castle in Veliuona and streng血ened the defence of the frontier: ibid., p. 263:

li白n der b肌個憎g衣s A肌tzes脇/in. dos her voγ e肋e zor履l a/gerzch/e/ O�6�

5o妬l er alle din sl-′タe7川s培ebolen, doバズ機so届l heγ朋白ねn sine)タdes o′水郷

97捌cz卵叩s/e beg/all I.]
8'Gudavi6ius,施e華a餌′･ad肋のs, pp　55臆で3; G. Velius, Ker7姐-7es meg/a

berfuomene XHLX7V amzi�ｦR��免譌W2ﾂ�#��R�
82 p. Klimas, G短//ebe′1 dc Lamo}t m施擁val L脇′ania (New York, 1945),

pp- 4648. For more infomation about心e construction of the Trfu Island castle,

see lvmskis, `Traky Galves'. pp. 135-198.

83 s.c. Rowell, `Trunpos ak]mrkos i§ Kazi皿ero Jogailai6io dvaro. neeiline

kasdjenybe tamau]a valstybei I, Lie加vo∫短onjos mel7動手広, 2004/ I (2005), pp. 25-56,

see also血e supplement; pp. 5 ｣55, Bαbaro I Ko加ami a Ro∬Ⅲ K u/oni J‘館/a-棚s度胸

sviazei v xvt/, ed E C. Skrzhmskaia (Leningrad, 1971), pp 159-160, pp 232-234
84 Lje肌os施加励, /r榔,q kyga /1 (1518-1523), ed A. Duboms (Ⅵlnius,

1997), pp. 87-88.



and castle by Vytautas for his wife can be one of the few such. |n

心is doc調ent･血e words Novg〇〇〇dok land (tern) and the castle

(cas調皿que) wi血all the Novgorodok te血o章y (c血toto dis血c小

皿d all the other villages and estates (cum omibus aliis v皿s

et curiis), are named: Nowesiolo, which is also called Kubarka,

also Horodec狐a, Bretena･ Bassyno･恥olbreha･ Dolaticze･ Lubcz,

ostaschino, Nle血iewiczc･ Polonaia, Korelicze, Swcrs狐o, Cyma･

pola皿ka, Poczapow･ Lachowo皿d Buobr85･ The exte五〇r tc正tαy

of心e castle is much cle祉e重, i･e･ one can重econs血c=he te正t〇五es

(villages, estates with their soclal contingent) directly subordinate

to it on the basis of the already mentioned 16th-century inventories

of血c castles･

The specifies of the land’s (regional) castles (the features of

the castles of the lands/districts comprising the country) The
`complex'of castles in Lith#anきa ropria should be evaluated in a

q心i伽vely new way･ The question should also be輪ised about the

castle structures in the lands of the LDK86, forming at the same time

not o血y血e defenslvc spacc･ but also a ce血in c○血皿icat宣o鵬/

8うαV p･ 794

86 sources (the case of the Severo-Novgorod l狐d) revea=he existence of

such a network and Its undoubted perception, see 0 Rusma･ Sive′で'伽ze肋/ia zi

s脇訪]肋fogo肋aeiWn;a /iJovs'加go, Do･加o七(Kiev, 1998), pp. 207-213. Cf

血血e萱pat･evskaya C血omcle i血書159皿e ci億es/castles fo血iⅡg血e core of血e

Chemgov land are mentioned: Po/#oe sobrm′e朋sk拙/e/op/‘sel, t. 2: /pa/'eW-

励la /elopis′ (Moscow言962), p. 500 [..I Chemjgov's’z 7 gomd'pws/'}/"協

施)mvJ.es鳥’L間besA'O坪)訪'糠volozh 'a v ’�Y�w6VF�����6�昏+SvR�ｦ��｢����'G6ﾈ�P

高" volos/'Chemgov誼a拙sobo胸derzh′/'[-..]; also see A.V Sheshkov, `Llchnoe

血iazhskoe zemlevladenie v gosydarstvemoi struktue Chemigovskogo血azbestva

Xllapervshchi treti XIII v. ', Pa棚調/s 's種o`物a機関血r/se.4 /cky77y (Mi鵬k, 2007),

pp 104｣34 In general, it is emphasised that the subordination and relationship of
these lands with the state's core vaned very greatly Here is the vassal oa血swom

by Fyodor Liubal白n 1393 for the same Severo-Novgorod land血at he ruled: A加

"砂i Po/撮] z Li’twq /38J-1791, ed. S. Kut耽ba, W. Se皿kowlcz (Kr水6w, 1932)

Attentioms draun to the text of the oath, although the latter in most cases, only

an adaptation of the usual fomulation: p. 31･ /ermm脚am Sever′e′枇m c�ﾒ��ﾒﾐ

朋bus cas高s, /on雌’励, apf7I’躯, vi//is, prt]edus; a/′od癌[..] Also a no章preserved

donation from the begmmg of the 15血century, which J｡吊�y�G｢�ﾖV蹤柳�3ｰ

see胸ol`加m, p 63. c償応Br伽sh a S`a′od録b･叩ae鋤ma必/ai Polo朋ae

reglf c/ A/exa肋･周呼r drc/‘s L脇wan`aeめ朋tr’o�X��ﾉl�4兩ﾈ�f��� ’膨れJ [..]

Z. Norkus poses anew the question Of the GDL temtorial framework言.e.血e re-

1atlous of the metropolis and the penphery Z. Norkus, Nepの揖elb脚io/i I叩eタや’a.

Lle加γos D腔,io/‘I焔朋ga話訪lj｡ /ygl仰朋a朗o高s/on房事mperz/’z/ soclo/ogi/’a呼oz商刑

(Ⅵ血us, 2009), pp 262-277
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細心ohty consoli血tion netwo重k･ One c紬ca喜l血e a血eady-mentioned

article by Nikzentaitis about the defensive system of the castles on

the Nemunas and J血a rivers a similar kind of study. At the same

time,血e eme鳩山g castles of血e nobility and血eir rela筒onship wi血

o血cr land tcnue stmct町es (estates, villages, towns) owned by a

particular nobleman are eval脚ted here. One can find the embryos

of such a s血dy i皿Polish hist〇五〇g重aphy, which focuses on the

specifies of the development of castles in the lands making up血e

Kingdom of Poland ○○音かer becoming血tegla量pa請s of血e state.

One oftheぬsks raised was on the basis of data i皿心e acts of the

Li血u紬ia Me廿ics which men五〇ned spec話c objects血one place to

identify the structures of the land's (regional) specific castles, and

the五重elationship to備eir §叩unding te正t〇五es.萱t is essential章o

s億ess here processes occu血ng in va五〇us狐eas not at血e same time.

The spread oきcas書!es in the te｢誼o!γ of 章he §ta`e A獲音t血ee of血e

above resc狐ch s億atcgies血e血oned e紬1ier can be consolidated into

the common level of GDL territory, which would reflect the number

of castles狐d血eir change, the出s血bu五〇n工a心o of the state's te正-

tory and density, in the comparable context of Central and Eastern

Europe ln皿s way, the備11 netwo正of castles c○vehng心e GDL,

and the territorial structue fomed on its basis, would consistently

reveal itself. The raising of this question is encouraged by the fact

mat histo五〇印phy has not a録empted systematically to co獲獲ec書data

on GDL castles in ce血i皿penods.

In conclusion, one should Ⅱote狐othe重dis血ction, which has

been sporadically mentioned above, among the GDL l狐ds and their

castles. Here, spatial and social enviroment aspects intertwine. In

this way, it is necessary to take into account the different prospects

of血e development of血e GDL l狙ds in血e discussed penod, i･e･

the distinctions of the Ruthenian, L脇仰ni’a p′坤ria and Zemaitija

castles. All of this would let one pose several research hypotheses

that will allow the identification of differences between the castles

of di蹄rcn=狙ds狐d their social and spatial stⅢct町es:

･ Development of va正ous castles in the GDL lands and the

role of the castle in心e discussed pe五〇d出餓汀ed depending on the

geopolitical si血ation



･ At血e j皿ctⅢe of the 15t｣l6血c.血e begim血g to emerge

geography of the nobility's castles expresses the ambiguous place

of the lands comprising the GDL in the State, the different roles of

localized societies and their peaks as well as the internal coloniza-

調on and b卸e丘cial policy ca正ed out by血c G剛d Duke五〇m the

弧d of 14血c.

･ The血temal policies ca正ed out (e.g. the reguladons fbr血e

sove｢eign's皿狙agement of estates and castles心血e血st hal貫of血e

|6th century, the intensity of land refom in different GDL territories)

and the change in the role and significance of the castle depending

o血spec脆c GDL l紬ds, could possibly have had a sig皿脆can白mpact

o皿血e socia喜coⅡ章ingcnt of心e castles.

Ge血era油§a噛o血

When中田g to de魚ne the castle as a hist〇五c血phenomenon,

血e｢e are seveml essential aspects.量n m狐y cases,mere is書alk in

h]storiography about the medieval castle as an architectunl or de-

fenslve object. However, the castle言n particular, can be understood

as the cen億e of a sovereign gove血ent紬d power, which emerged

釦d evolved in a pa血cular space and time.血血e absence of s血b獲e

centralised gove血ent adminis廿ative s血chⅢes,血c castle was

almos=he only reality helping to fom and orga血se a goverrment-

c重eated space.

Therefbre, the castle is valued as an integra獲pa五〇f a mecha-

nism of tc血to正alisation and govement enfbrce血ent, with its

characteristic social-duty apparatus. It fomed a certain territory, and

was Its administrative centre, with an internal in丘ost�7GW&R��襭���

economic seⅣice mechanism. me c○ns血c五〇n of血e血cval castles

in EⅢope began at血c end of血e n止血cen知り, while血e more

intensive period dates from the 12th and 13th century. In fact, the

castle is a feature of the strengthenmg feudal political fomations.

Talking about the castle as a phenomenon of medieval society,

it is wo重h noting that this phenomenon took on asyme血cal

foms in different regions of Europe, and in many places remamed

mdeveloped. A宣l伽s re組ects血e multi魚ceted na加重e of血e castle,

so there is no single u血versal de血tion of it･ One can ta膿o血y

about ce船山basic危atures血at were ch狐acte正sdc of血e castles



of each region.萱n皿s sense,血e castle should be understood as a

constantly changing object, attaining new structural forum.

珊e de血ition of a castle by its content is ambi即ous,劃d its

conception and inte町retation depends on the specifies of the in-

vestigation. Meanwhile, data from sources, bemg laco血c, forces

one to make assumptions not so spec輪cally abou=he castle itself;

which in the sources, dependmg on the language, is referred to in

very different ways (c･び励m, a7Jr, /o加lirz’�ﾙ~2�2ﾂ�影�ｦW"ﾂ�ｪ�ﾖX排ﾀ

2apo∂も, 2apo∂o柵J, as to the territorial structure being formed with a

relatively well-developed socio-topogmphy and generally surounding

s調chⅢes. Moreove暮i白s also esse血tia量to inc獲ude心血e de角皿i億on

of the castle its factor as a symbolic structure of medieval society.

In this contexらaspects of血c castle as exp購ssions of power紬d

social sta巾s are imponant.

Therefore, the castle should be seen as a GDL social category

from the early 14th to the 16th centry, which was being fomed

iⅡ the context of血e socioヤoli正ca獲development of t血t time, but

血pa調llel, it also i血uenced血ese processes･ me newly b皿t castle

reflects the sovereign.s attempt territorially, and also symbolically to

reinforce his our power in a specific territory. We can speak about

血e Ⅲdiments of血e cas筒c phenomenon (we紬e皿ot talk血g here

わout血e genesis of血e castle in Ru血eni狐GDL temtoⅣ, w血ch

requires separate research) only from the tun of the 13血and 14th

centunes, when the ruling dynasty, creating a new management

血adition in Li血u皿a,親a心a量看y a調se･

The castle is perceived as an object of structures (spatially) and

social history (e.g. the nobility's castles, the social and job posi-

tion contingent of the castle), whose field of research should cover

various aspects of the social reality: judicial, military-defence,

politicaLrepresentative, economic. The quaternary model of castle

research being fomulated (1. a specific castle and its imer structure

of test pa備m; 2･ the cast獲e紬d its exte鵬量s血c血e; 3･ spec鵡cs

of血e development of GDL lands castles; 4･血e spread of cas血es

in the territory of the state) implies a multi-layered perspective on

the problem raised of the castle, going from the fact to the process,

丘om血e object tome s血c加重･c. The a血cle s岨tes血at血e castle

as a long-ten phenomenon camot be血derstood and interpreted

in isolation from the simultaneous socio-political circumstances

and the shaping of their social enviroment. Therefore言n trying to



同derstand the castle as a phenomenon of the whole GDL space, it

is necessary to take into account many factors foming the state's

social and structun[ heterogeneity. An important proviso ls that

there has not been a unifom trajectory in the development of the

di蹄rent GDL l紬ds,狐d血at detcmined dⅢectly the vahations in

血e castle's deve音opment･
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p|L|S LIETUVOS DIDZIOJOJE KUNIGAIK§TYSTEJE. ISTORTOGRAFIJA,

DEF萱Mc萱∫Os払肥SKOs, TyRIMO MODEL量s

Sa血のuka
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Autonus kelia pilies kaip reiskinio problema Lietuvos Didzio-

sios Kunigaik§tystes erdveje, bandydamas i tyrima itraukti visas §i

darini sudariusias teritorijas Lith卿m’a p7iapria, Zemaitija, rusen義-

kapias Zemes. Straipsnyie visu pima ana[izuojanos skiningos pilies

sampratos |vainakalbeje istoriografijoje. Antroje straips血o dalyje

nagmejama vienalaikiu istor血iu 5altmiu teminija ir ju tendencijos.

Prieinama prie i§vados, kad viduram乞iu Saltimu terminai ne visada

i§rei5ke egzistavusios istorines socialines tikroves realiq situncija.

Daznai 5altiniu teminija buvo automati5kai perkeliama i蓋vienos

socialines terpes kitai apib正dinti nerandant adekvataus atitikmens

rei§kmiui ar objektui ivardinti. Tre6ioje straipsnio dalyje bandoma

fomuluoti teorine pities fenomeno tyrimo prieiga, pill mtelpretuoj ant

kaip s観庇t叫ir socia獲ines istonjos objekta. I§skiriami penki pilies

tynmo sluoksniai : teisinis, politinis-reprezentacinis, karihis-gynybinis,

出血is, socia音獲皿is (pvz., diduomenes pili叫のdi皿as獲s, pilies socialme

ir pareigybme�6��&�ｷFW&�7F霧�2"停�ｶWGf�'F�R�F�ﾇ岬R���FV霧��ﾖ�2��漬

1ies tyrimo modelis, kuris grindiiamas ketunanu erdves skaidymu

i (1) pilies vidme teritorija, (2) pilies i善orine teritonja, (3) LDK

Sudariusiu Zemiu pilis, (4) piliu pasklidima LDK erdveje. Tokia




